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ABSTRACT

Early adolescents ranging in age from approximately 12 to 15

years Ìvere studied in a suburban neíghbourhood in Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Canada. The study attempted to examine the adolescents' use of their

neighbourhood based on theír regular activities and to explore their

perceptions of t,he neighbourhood based on p'laces or locations used for

those activities. A total sample of 131 early ado'lescents, 69 males and

62 femaìes, were obtained from a survey conducted in the only school in

the neighbourhood accommodating a1l normal students of this age group.

The instrument used to study the use of the neighbourhood was an

open and close-ended questionnaire which focussed on discretionary and

obligatory aetivities carried out Ín the home and out of the home by each

of the respondents. A self-initiated cognitive map became the instrument

used to study the adolescents' perception of the neighbourhood. A

combination sf the two instruments provided a method to explore the

interaction between the adolescents' use and perception.

The questionnaire data indicated significant results according to

increased age and grade of the respondents" The younger adolescents

engage in more varied discretionary activities in different out-of-home

locations while the older adolescents carried out, less varied discretionary

activíties out of the home but replaced them with fewer selected djscre-

tionary activities ín the home" The results of the maps indicated that

the younger adolescents drew more developed, detailed maps than the

ol der adolescents. Associatíons 
'between the resu'lts of the questionnaires

and maps suggest that increased use and contact with the neighbourhood

produces a heightened perce,ption of that neighbourhood when measured by

a recalled map.
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The findings from this study suggest the need to further refine

a method to examine the interaction between use and perception of neigh-

bourhoods by individuals. It also underlines the necessity to further

understand the needs of the adol escent i n order to better pl an nei ghbour-

hoods and communities which will contribute to their wholesome develop-

mental growth.
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I NTRODUCT I ON

Interest in peopìes' responses to places and theìn actions asso-

cìated with g'iven spaces has increased in the last two decades. txperi-

ments i n such d'ivense f i el ds as space and object per^cepti on, to those of

distance estìmatjon, and the self-report of s.ubiect feel i ngs of

S paces and bu i ì dì ngs , have attempted to expì ai n how peopl e percei ve

thejr environment and obiects within it, and try to formulate some

predi ctabl e 'i nd'icators of the behav'iours I i kely to occur i n gi ven pl aces.

The weakness jn much of the work done by psychoìogìsts,9êographers,

and others wor^k'ing i n the desìgn-rel ated behavi oural di scì pì'ines ì s the

propensity to assume people to be a homogeneous group who wìì'l repond

sìmiIar'ly in gìven places or spaces. A gtow'ing body of research now

recognizes that there are differences ìn peoples' responses to and

concept'ion of their environments based on dìfferences jn their roles

nelat'ive to their environment. Thìs suggests that a peÍ'son's d'iffering

experìenceS gìve rise to diffen'ing env'i ronmental perspectìves.

Differing experiences and the roles a person pìays r"elative to

hjs environment are dependent on the indiv'idual's developmenta'l period

and stage in the life cyc1e" Experiences change and expand fnom ch'ildhood

to maturity and o]d-age. The chjld, whose experìences ane I ìmited; the

adolescent, whose freedom and physìcal prowess expand expeniences; and

the matune adult, whose opportunity for an act'ive range of experìences

is broad, all have differing ìevels of jnteraction with their envìronment.

I
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The physi ca'l and soci al envi ronment i n whi ch the 'i nd'ivi dual not on'ly

exists, but acts and carries out daily routines, are important variables

in the developmentaì process. Successfuì physical, emotiona'ì, and socìal

development from childhood to maturity relies on the physìca'l and social

envi ronment for suPPort.

A cornerstone in the development of an individual from childhood

to maturity is the period of adolescence, the transìtion period from the

child t,o adult. This study has chosen the period of ear'ly adolescence,

i.ê., the age period of approximateìy eleven to fifteen years, because

the investigator believed that this developmenta'l period could well be.a

predicator of behaviours in later years. Little research has been

carríed out examining the role relationships of adolescents to their

physical and social environment with t,he notable exception of Florence

1

Ladd,r who studied black youths and their neighbourhood in Boston. She

underlined the need for additional study by saying:

not only do we need more information about the ways children
and adoiescents perceive, organ'ize, and represent urban areas'
but we shoul ¿ uebi n to exami ñe the proqeis of devel opment of
piycfrol ogi cal anã soci al associ ati ons (ytf,; nei ghbourhood and

other pl aces

This investigation attempts to examine adolescents in their

community, to look at the way in which they conduct their daiìy routines

and come into contact wÍth others, including peers, outside the immediate

family environment, and to explore the perceptions that they have of

their community based on the activities which they engage in on a regular

basis.

e¡pl ¡jn,

The primary aim of this research is to e¡p]!r"e, as distinct from

adolescents' contact with their neighbourhood. In order to do

So, an interactive model needs to be developed which examines adolescents'
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activitìes and behaviours in the physical and social environment of the

neighbourhood and their perception of that environment.

A secondary aim is to evaluate the model as a tool for planners

and designerrs of neighbourhoods in an attempt to better understand how

at least one age group, adolescents, use and perceive their community.

The interaction between use and perceptions is an important step in the

understanding of the quality and meaning given the phys'icaì environment

by individuals and groups of people, and a necessary one in providing

background for decisions in the pìanning of neighbourhoods and communities.

The masculine pronoun will be used as a generic pronoun to referNote:
to both sexes.



CI'IAP TER I

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

Devel o ntal Th and The Rol e
o e s ca nv ronmen

n escen eve opmen

Dr. Giselìa Konopka,l a pìoneer in the study of adolescents,

addressed the 1978 Conference of the Arnerican Association of Housing

Educators and chalìenged designers, planners, and researchers to examine

the growing body of knowledge on adolescents and to use this information

to better p'lan and design for this critical period of development. It

was as a result of her challenge that the focus of this thesis emerged.

Why examine such a brief period of time in the life cycle and

specifically the few years of early ado'lescence, roughly ages eìeven to

fifteen? Most adults, among which planners number, traditional'ly look

on the period of adolescence as one of transition, the "in-between

years." But these are important years, formative years during which the

world of the child widens" The experiences of the world beyond the

family and home shape the future perceptions and competence of that

child as an adult"

The external world and its importance to the child is one of

the major premíses upon which Jean Piaget based his Theory of Developmental

I
Cogni tion.'

Ithe establishment of cognitive re]ations consistsl neÍther of
ã simple copy of externai obiects, nor a mere unfolding of
structures þärtormed insi¿e ine subject, but rather Iinvolves]
a set of sti^uctures progressive'ly construct,ed by a continuous
interaction between the subiect and the external world

4
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It is through explorations of, and 'interactions with, the external

world that the child matures and his capabiljties evolve. This explora-

tíon results not only in an accumulation of knowledge, but also in a

continually changing perception of the world and quaìitatively changing

cogni tïve abi I i ti es.

iaget's work is complex and voluminous, and will not be dealt

with in detail here, but instead, will be referred to for specifÍc

referenees throughout this thesís. Although his work has not dealt with

environmental perception in the same way as this thesis exp'lores the

topic, Piaget has researched both children's concept of the physicaì

extent of their eommunity and of the world.3'4 The irnportance of his

work is recognized as the foundation of developmenta'l theory and has

clearly influenced the awakening field of environmental studies. Piaget

and Jerome Brune.,5'6 have contributed to a vast amount of research

from the field of developmental psychoìogy to the study of environmental

cognition. Their contributions will be referred to presentìy in a

review of the research on cognition and the nature and function of the

mental image"

A Bfological Analoqy and Human Devel oBment

Prior to the development of t,his thesis, the ínvestigator wrote

an unpublished paper entitled "Fami1ies, Values Theory and Planners."

In it, she attempted to pull together materìal on family development and

decision-making with value theory as a potentìal tool for planners" A

conceptual framework was created to give a model by which the family was

seen "as a dynamic social system consciously evolving through time,

maneuvering its way through life experiences by accumulating or elimina-

ting knowìedge and behaviour through selected choices."l This framework
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would appear to be useful in explaining the transition from childhood

through adolescence to adulthood.

The framework was based on a biologica'l analogy, namely, looking

at the family in a classic sense of couple and child as a'living social

organism from the time of bonding of the parents through the various

stages in the life cycle. A diagram representing the growth of the

child from inception through time, as measured in developmental norms of

human development, was created (see Figure 1). Although the dÍagram was

extremely simple, it did portray two pieces of information: firstìy'

the growth of the child in quantity and quality, mêasured in accepted

degelopmental norms, and secondly, in the developmenta'l process of the

child, the accumulation and elimination of selected knowledge, behaviours,

and experiences

DEVELOPMENTAT MODEL OF THI GROWTH OF AN INDIVIDUAL

elim inote
SPËRM

INDIVIDUAL
\\\

///

GROWTH

OVARY

0ccumulote

TIME (DEVËLOPMENTAL NORMS)

Fig. I

In this diagram, growth of the child, and subsequently the

famÍty as a whole, coup'le plus child(ren) , is presented as a continuous'ly

determined linear path. Developmental research, however, suggests that

psychological and physical growth does not follow a direct one-dimensional

route. 0n the contrary, through the processes of aecumulation and
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accommodation the organism increases in size and structural comp'lexÍty.

These aspects of development are sometirnes illustrated as a two-dimensional

spira'l: (see Figure 2) 
"

TWO.DiMTNSIONAL GROWTH SPiRAL

Fig. Z

However, this illustration of the growth cycle is also inadequate

for it does not allow for the elímination or rejection of envÍronmenta'l

ínput. The íncorporation of this factor, which is essential in making
i ..."

ehoíees or decisìon-making, requîres a three¡dimensional model (see

Figure 3).
,,..ì -

^).:,.
THRTI DIMENSIONALJMODEL

El imi nate
Accumul at,e

+¡
=o
J-
(5

\ \
\

vel o
\

u,þrr.t Norms)Time (De

Fig. 3

This diagram, whether for family or chíld, more clearly illus-

trates what the others lack: firstly, the growth in quantity and quality

of family and individual experiences over time; secondly, the selection
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and rejection of ljfe experiences which explain the recessions, pauses'

and reversals in this growth process referred to earlier. It also shows

a degree of consistency, despite certain redundancies or detours which

allow the fami'ly and the individual to maintain its integrity as an

organism (sociaì), while recognizing changing conditions and "needs".

The dÍagram was intended to illustrate essentially an equilibrium system'

open to inputs from the environment (taken in its broadest context), but

which is controlled through the exercise of selection and reiection

the part of the family and its individuals.

The development of this model relied on material g'leaned from a

variety of sources, but is particularly influenced by theories in deve'lop-

mental psychoìogy: that of Piaget,2 Else Frenkel-Brunswik3 who contri-

buted a view of the life cycìe by stages, and Erik Erikson,4 who described

the socialization process of an individual in an epigenetic model with

eight phases. For Erikson, the development or growth of personality

depends on: first'ly, the needs of an individual. at a specific stage and

secondly, the envíronments, physical and sociaì, is critical to this

theory and should be of particular interest to the planner. Erikson's

concept of "psychosocial crisis," which arises as a result of development

within a specific soeial environment and which requires successful

resolution in order to handle each successive stage, led to the work of

Mayer Spívak.

Spivak,S thrurgh his Theory of Archetypal Place, íntegrated the

work of psychologists, social scient,ists, and design professionals,

including planners, into a theory which links developmental time in

the life cyc'le with a physically appropríate place for proper support

and resolution of behaviours. Thes behaviours are related to central
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drive-related tasks on crucial êvents and lìfe experjences as out,lìned

by Er"ikson. Spivak describes these as "critical confluence crìses,"

whereby age/stagê related "drives" are focused on a specìfic obiect of

that drì ve at an approprì ate time i n the devel opmenta'l cycl e t,ogether

wi th an appropri ate physi ca'l setti ng or pl ace. t^Jhen al I four of these

components, (drive, object, time, and pìace) ar:e present, successful

resolution of this'crit'ical confluence'occuns and'wholeact'ion'results.

This is'illust,rated as follows:

DRIVE

6

TIME

OBJECT PLACE

"CRITICAL CONFTUENCE'' DIAGRAM

Fig. 4

The role of fÍtting archetypaì place in this theory is important

to such an extent t,hat in the absence of appropriate settings, individuals

experience "setting deprivation".7

Both perspectìves, the'indiv'idual and the famìly, are necessary
i f we are to project the impì i cati ons of the archetypa'l systern
and the crjt'ical coniluence theory'into the requirernents for
the design of houses and communities" It should be the task of
the communìty to prov'ide an appropriateìy designed varìety of
spatiaì types for indiv'iduals and families"

There may emerge within the system of the archetypes and
the critìcal confluences, a new predictive theory of individual
and social behav'ior with respect to space, maturational leveì,
and Iìfe cycle position. Thìs theony should prove useful at
any Scale of study, from the level of the indiv'idual th¡ough to
the society, from a sìng'le room flat to the reced'ing boundaries
of the megal opoì i s and it shoul d provì de a decì sì on-mak'i ng

hìerarchy and strategy for investjng the physìcaì pìans of
cities and houses w'ith greater relevance to human life.

'(*=

ACTtOt\
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Imp'licit in Spivak's theory is the idea that the physical environ-

ment is one of the major variabìes in the successful or unsuccessful

resolution of predictable developmenta'l processes. It proposes that an

appropriately designed environment will maximize the'who'leaction' such

that the individual can move on to the next 1ífe experience necessary

for his personal development. This t,hesis suggests that the designed

environment is of particular importance to the adolescent as he endeavours

to move from the world of the child to that of maturity.

ual i ti es of Adol escents and Goa] s
o e escen er 0

To ret,urn to Dr. Konopka's conference address, she describes the

adol escent as one of a very unwel come group who exi sts i n an envi ronment

which does not suit his needs. The unwelcome nature of this group'is

often cited by laymen, educators, and especial'ly media persons who

frequently report on t,he vandalism and deviant behaviours of adolescents.

Rarely do any of these critics question the "lack of fit" between this

age group and its physical and social environment. Dr. Konopka made a

p'lea to educators, designers, and planners to look more closely at the

characteristics and qualities of adolescents in order to recognize this

age group as one worthy of concern and to provide clues for an environmenta'l

response to provide a better fit for them.

Some of the qualitíes of adolescence whïch eharacterize thís

group, aeeording to Dr. Konopka, are ones which pose threats and are

a source of frustration to adults but which are necessary transition

steps from childhood to mature development. One such quality, the drive

to experiment, combines a mixture of audacity and ínsecurity. This
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drive produces two other qua'lities, loneliness and psychological vulner-

ability, as the intensity of each attempt at experimentation Ís often not

tempered with a background of positive experiences upon which to draw.

Physiologicaì and emotional changes lead to another quality' that of

enormous mood swings and feelings of ambivalence, omnipotence, helpless-

ness, impotency, and daring conviction. Often the abrasive qua'lities of

an argumentative, emotional, and intolerant adolescent overshadow the

underlying attempts at working out relationships within themselves and

with others. Lastìy, one of the qualities which is perhaps strongest at

this age period is that of peer group need. At no other time will an

individual exhibit such strong cooperative spirit within a group'

regardless of the positive or negative characteristics of the cooperation.

In an attempt to bridge the gap from chi'ldhood to maturity, the

adolescent encounters many emotíona1, social, moral, and economic prob'lems.

Along the way he forms goa'ls to be achieved and behaviours to master in

order to realize the independence of adulthood. 0f course, not all

índividuals attaín these goals fu'lly, but there are some identifiable

milestones which each individual attempts to reach with varying degrees

1of success" Cole and Hall, i n thei r book P sychol ogJ¡ of Adolescence,

present a list of nÍne goals of .the ado'lescent period. Table L represents

their work and elaborates on the associated behaviout's necessary for

reaching the goaìs of:

A. General emotional maturitY

B. Establishment of heterosexual interests

C. General social maturitY

D. EmancíPation of home control
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E.

F.

G.

H.

Intel I ectual maturitY

Sel ecti on of occupatì on

Uses of I ei sure

Ph'il osophy of 1i fe

Identifìcation of selfI.

TABLT 1

THE GOALS OF THE ADOLESCENT PERIOD
(Cole and Halì 2 )

A. General Emotional MaturitY

F rom 1" Destructìve exPnessi ons
emot i on

2. Subiective ìnterPnetation
of situati ons

3. Childìsh fears and motives

4. Hab'its of escaping f rom
confl i cts

B" Establishment of Heterosexual

F rom i. Excl usì ve 'interest ì n
members of the same sex

2" Experience wìth manY
possì bl e mates

3. Acute awareness of sexual
devel opment

C" General Social MaturitY

F rom 1. Feelings of uncerta.intY
of acceptance by Peers

2" Social awkwardness

3. Socì al 'i ntol enance

4. Sl avi sh 'imi tati on of Peers

D" Emancipation from Home Control

1. Close parentaì control

2. Reliance upon Parents for
secu ri ty

3. Identì f i cat'ion wi th Parents
as model s

Towa rd

Toward 1. Self-control
?" Rel'iance uPon sel f for

secu r ì tY

3. Att'itude toward Parents
as fri ends

I . Ha rml ess or con st ructi ve
expressi ons

2. Obiect'ive i nterpnetat'ions
of si tuati ons

3. Adult stimuli to emotions

4" Habìts of fac'ing and
sol vì ng confl i cts

1. Normal interest ìn membens

of opposite sex

2" Selectìon of one mate

3" Casual acceptance of
sexual maturìty

1" Feelings of secure accePt-
ance by peers

2" Soc'ial po'ise

3" Soc'ial tolerance

4" Freedom from sl avi sh
imi tatì on

Towa rd

Interests

Towa rd

t nom
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TABLE 1 - Contìnued

F rom

t

F

Intel lectual Maturity

1. Bl'ind acceptance of truth
on the basis of authoritY

2. Des'ine fon f acts

3. Many temponary 'interests

Selection of an 0ccupation

Interest in glamorous
occupati ons

Interest in many
occupatì ons

Toward 1. Demand for evidence befone
accePta n ce

2. Desi ne for exPl anat'ion of
facts

3. Few, stable interests

Towar"d 1. Interest in pr"acticable
occu pat ì on s

2. Intenest in one occuPatìon

3. Reasonably accurate esti-
mate of one' s own abi I i t'i es

4. Reconci I'iati on of i nterest
and abilit'ies

From 1.

G"

F rom

H

From 1.

I.
F nom

2

3. Over or under-estìmat'ion
of one's own abi I ì tì es

4. innelevance of interest
to ab'il i t'ies

Uses of Lei sure

1. Interest in v'igorous,
unorgani zed games

2. Interest i n i ndi vi dual
pnowes s

3. Parti cì pat'i on ì n games

4. Intenest in many hobbjes

5. Membersh'ip 'in many clubs

Phi ì osophy of Li fe

Indi fference toward
generaì pr"i nci p'l es

Interest jn team games and
i ntel I ectual contests

Interest in success of
team

Spectator interest in games

Interest in one on two
hobb'ies

Membershjp in few clubs

Towa rd

Towa rd

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2" Behavìour dependent uPon
spec'if i c, I earned hab'its

3. Behavi our based uPon ga'in-
i ng p1 easure and avoi d'i ng
pai n

Identifìcation of Self

1. L'ittl e or no PercePti on
of self

2. L'ittle 'idea of othen
peopl e's percepti on -of sel f

3. Ident'if i cati on of sel f wi th
imposs'ib'le goal s

1. Interest ìn and understand-
ì ng of general prì nc'iPl es

2. Behav'i our gui ded by moral
pri ncì p'les

3. Behaviour based uPon
conscience and dutY

1" Moderately accunate
perception of self

2. Good idea of other peoPle's
percepti on of sel f

3. Ident'i f ì cati on of se'l f wì th

Towa nd

possì bl e qoal s
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Two charactenistic behav'iours of adolescents tnyìng to achieve

these goaìs are experimentat'ion and value clar'ìficatjon. The first,

experìmentation,'is a necessany component of alì stages of human deveìop-

ment, but particularly ìmpontant to this age group as it allows the

adolescent to try out his new capacities of physical, mentaì and emo-

tional strengths. This desine to experience the new, formerìy unattain-

able feats and relationshìps ìs weighted wìth unknown nisks. Taking of

risks or "dares" gains respect of the peers and becomes less frequent as

age and competence increases. The rate of the second behav'iour, values

clarification, peaks in adolescence as individuals try to examine them-

selves in relation to others and impose a moral framework, often uncom-

promising, of "good" and "bad" on things in their world'

An individual's exposure to values comes from two major sources:

(i) fnom adults who are perce'ived to have prestìge, and (2) from one's

own peer group. Extremely important to the adolescent is the "adolescent

peer cul ture, "3 wh'ich sets certa'in acceptabl e standards and practi ces

of moral s, dress, and speech behavi ours, and wh'ich are 'important factors

'i n character format'ion. The I ocus for the adul t 'infl uence on val ues and

monals may be in the home with parents and/or in the community wìth

elders; the locus for adolescent peer culture'is more commonly outs'ide

of the home 'in the school , ne'ighbout"hood and community places.

In summary, the adolescent must solve a number of problems,

reach and master certain goa'ls, learn to control physical and emotional

behaviours, deveìop a sense of competence based on experjmental exper-

j ences, and devel op and reassess h j s va'lues rel at'ive to othens i n prep-

aration *for adulthood. These tasks are carried out 'in a phys'icaì and

social environment which can either contrìbute to or block successful

resol uti on of these necessary 'l i fe experì ences.
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Human Behavi our Interaction with the P sical
nv ronmen .an nv ronmen e sp0n se

Although both the home and community ínfluence the adolescent in

his attempts to reach physical and social maturity, it is in the community

that the adolescent tries out many of the behaviours which are important

stepping stones to this goal" It has previous'ly been stated that the

physieal and socia'l envíronment surrounding an indivídual is an important

variable Ìn human development. lllith this knowledge, designers and

planners nright then believe that they could achieve successful resolution

of life cycle behaviours through a particular building design, site

plan, or neighbourhood arrangement,. This physica'l deterministic view is

wideìy held among the design and planning profession"

Constance Perinl provìdes an unsightful discussion on the various

models which designers and planners use when attempting to design for

human behaviour and interactions. Aggregate characteristics of potential

users, which are often the base for decision-making in the design profes-

sion, lend a veil of credence to an othen¡ise intuitive process. Perin
,

warns, however:"

The social networks we mÍght try to explain depend less on

statÍc characteristics or people and more on the varÍous means

of physical mobility, in getting to work, shopping, attending
school, vísiting, and on their various degrees of economic
mobility, depending on age, education, race and income. And

so, whe-n the desigñer thinks about creating a 'neighbourhood'
where social organization and interaction might ftourish, he

may need, but not yet fi nd, fresh concepts and data about the
quâtity and meaning to people of neighbourhood interactions
comparêd with those maintaÍned despite geographical distance.

This pragmatïc appioach to planning leads Perin to question how one

might study everyday behaviours of people in order t,o begin to understand

the quality and meaning gíven the physical environment in whieh these

activities and interactions are carried out.
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Inherent in the work of Perin and other researchers interested

in human behaviours and activities is the concept of the individual not

only bei ng 'i n an envi ronment, but doi ng thi ngs i n i t.3

Environments are not and cannot be passiveìy observed; they
provide the arena for action" They define the probabilities for
occurance of potential actions, they demand qualities whích call
forth certain kinds of actions and they offer differíng opportu-
nities for control and manipulation of the environrnent itself.

The abi'lity to control , rather than be cont,rolled, and the abi'lity to

manipulate, rather than be manipulated by the environment, is one of the

major steps in the development of the adolescent in his attainment of

physical and emotional maturity. All individuals, but epecially adoles-

cents, learn to adapt their behaviours through theír every day activities

i n an attempt for thi s contro:l "

That man adapts is an accepted factor in social science theory.

gne of the reasons he adapts is for control and independence from the

physical environment. He does so at varying costs to himself and to

society as a whole; costs, in terms of ene.gy, time, physical and mental

health, self-esteem, money and values. But he also makes human demands

to which the physical environments respond with varying degrees of

success, from the "undermining to supportive, absent to present, rare to

ubiquitous."4 Dr. Konopka suggests that the response of the environment

to adolescents is less than successful.

perin has developed an environmenta'l response continoo*5 ín

which she relates examples of the physical environment with an observable

human cost of adaptation according to the demand placed on that environ-

ment. For a clearer exp'lanation of this concept see Table 2.
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TABLE 2

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE COJ\

(der'ìved f rom Perìn 5
T I NUUM

)

Kind of Envinonment Ëxampìe of Envinonment Behaviouraì Cost to Particìpate

t

structured, dì r'ecti ve,
authori tali an

(specifìc)

capti ve
(d i ffuse)

cong ruent
(partìcuìarized)

mì nimaì 1y artìcuì ated,
open, flexible

theatre, aìr plane

prì vate school s

housì ng for elderìy,
f aci I'i t ies f or the
hand i capped

sì ums

dual purpose rooms,
squatten hou s ì ng ,
i ndi genou s hou s'i ng

hì gh ìy adapti ve cost whì ch peopì e
¿re wiìl ing to pay

cost of unquest'ioned understanding
of aims and nrethods of institution

cost of assumìng the physìca1
envinonment can act as a pnosthetic
resou rce

cost of ìack of immediate controì
over the envi r"onment

no cost matched r'ri th a ol ace 'uo
parti c i pat,e

ìow adaptive cost

ful I range of purposes di ffi cul t
to accommodate'

ovenly unarticul ated 0pen space

The contìnuum developed by Per in contains a m'iddle term of

parti cul ar i nterest--congruency. Th'i s concept ì s not unl i ke Spì vak 's

theory of crjtical confluence which .also links the phys'ical envi ronment

and human behavìour'. A congruent environmental response is "a plan

that uses the behav'iours of future inhabìtants as the ìmperatìves of

desìgn".6

As more persons find the opportunity to express thejr bioìog'ical
endowment under diversified cond'itions, society becomes richer
and civìlizations continue to unfold. In contrast, if the
surroundi ngs and ways of I'i fe are hì ghly stereotyped, the on'ly
components of man's nature that flourish are those adapted to
the narrow range of preva'iìing cond'itions. Hence the dangers
of many modern hous'ing developments, wh'ich, although sanìtary,
are ìn'imical to the development of human potentialitìes and are
designed as if thejr on'ly functìon was to provide disposable
cub'i cl es for dì spensabl e peopì e . . . ì rrespecti ve of geneti c
const'itutìon, most young people raised jn a featureless envìron-
ment and lim'ited to a narrow range of lìfe experìences wjll be
crippled intellectually and emotionally.

A congruent envinonmental reSponSe, on the other hand,'is one which
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responds to the stjmuli of human demands, depend'ing upon the stimulus

properties endowed on 'it by the individual , in order to carry out effec-

tive behavìour using the obiect as a nesource.

Ef fect'ive behavi oulis a personal eval uati on and depends on age,

sex, cultune, etc., and implies competence. "Competence is the cumulatjve

nesult of the history of interactions w'ith the env'i nonment. " T A person

subject'ively feeìs a sense of competence, consciousìy on unconscìous'ly,

when dealìng with the environment in carrying out everyday behaviours.

Sense of competence and one's objective measure of it, can be determjned

"relatjve to the ava'ilabiììty, extent, quality, and pìacement of environ-

mental nesources. " 8

Sense of competence is a realistic measure which can be used in

determining congruent environments and is more reliable than preference

in achieving effective behaviour. Because it is cumulative, competence

in one area reinforces efforts to become competent in others, ìeading to

setf-satisfaction or a sense of interpersonal competence on the part of

the individual. This sense of competence in everyday activities leads

the individua'|, and especially the adolescent, to experiment with new

activities and behaviours and provides a well of posit,ive experiences

upon which to draw"

Groups of peopì e can be sorted out accond'i ng to the way they

view themselves on various measures of competence and their expectancìes

of success wj th certai n behav'i ours 'i n a va rì ety of env'i ronmental c'i t cum-

stances. Some groups view themselves aS more or less ìn control of

their behav'iours and the resulting envìronmental responses; others, who

see themselves dependent on luck or fate, ffiây experience very dìfferent

"costs" dependi ng on the'ir behav'iouraì expectatì ons"
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The r"ole of behavioural expectatìons 'in human behavjours and

envi ronmental response i s supported by the concept of "schenlata" '

"'Schemata' refens to the active organization of past react'ions," and

I ed Peri n to bel i eve: 
9

The ways 'in wh'ich peopl e have organi zed the'i r behavi or patterns
ìn the" past ãie lii<elv to coinciãe wjth thejr expectatìons of
theìr behav'iour in thã future. People can be asked how they

would want tå change their behav'ior in the future, if at ali,
to dìscover what now hjnders them from fulfìll'ing theìr'own
behavjoral expectations. But a.lthough we mjght-presume cgn-

stancy to the'behav'iors, there 'is no.necess'ity for presumìng

that the kì nãs of spacei i n whi ch the behavi ors take p'l ace have

to stay the sãme. For thìs reason, the emphasis on behavioral
ã*pectäti ont- ì i ì ntenti onaì 1y a departure, from 'preferences ' '
in that behavior that is sat'isfy'ing is lìke'ly to_be preferned,
ano pãople are mone likeìy to have'ideas about alternative ways

of aäfri ävi ng ruii sf actory behav'i or wheneas they may be I ack'i ng

in preferenðes for what they have never expe¡ienced.

,, l0
Perin says "to do what you expect, You make pìans

M'iller, Galanter, and Pribram:11

Consider how an ordjnary day ìs put together... whether it is
crowded or empty, noveì or routìne, uniform or varied, your day

has a Structure of ìts own--jt fits into the texture of your
life. And as you think what your day wìll hoìd, you construct
a plan to meet it. l^lhat you expect to happen foreshadows what
you expect t,o do"

she continues, "if the desìgner knows what people want to be able to do,

leavjng aside what they prefer, he can design things to help them."12

One way of determining what people want to do is to observe,

record, and analyse "enacted behavi oursrr or past behavi ours of ind'ivìduals 13

and grOupS that uSe "Space, place, frequenCy, duratjOn, extent, objects,

and other people,"14 aS 'information on the physicaì support or response

demanded of the envj ronment"

and quotes
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Perin developed a method by which to study what people do and

expect to do by separating enacted behaviours into "behavioural

circuits".15 H.. work builds on research by Barkerl6 in ecologica'l

psychoìogy, HarrislT in anthropology, and Ausl8 in sociology, and

complements other research on how peop'le apportion theír time and

activities. For a brief survey of these other examples of research see

Table 3.

TABLE 3

RESIARCH IN TIME AND ACTIVITY^PATTERNS
(derìved from porteousrY)

Theoretical Concept Method or Technique Author

Definition of activity systems
behavioural unìts" episodes,
I ocal es

Time budgets of individual and
daiìy and weekly routines

Behavjoural settings and
acti vi ti es

4" (0 & D) 0rig'i n anct destination
su rveys

Home base and ìts importance
sunveys

Functì onal ne'i ghbourhood
and activity systems

Activity based modeìs for
pl anni ng accessi bl e
recreation sites

8. Other uses of activity
patte rn s

0veraìI analysis
of activity patterns

Time allocation studies

Questionnaires on how time
spent, diary use, activities
eoded according to predicted
cìassifications

Following and observing
subjects, behavioural
sett'i ng records

Questionnaires on purpose,
duration, locales, of
everyday tri ps from home

Questì onna i res on. home
and neighbourhood use

Use of base map to locate
friends, relatives, work ,
shopping, etc.

Cumulative time budgets
Mobi1ìty studies
Performance standards
Structured land use models

Chapin and Brail

Sorokin and Berger
Szalai
Marti neau
Chapi n

Chapin and HÍghtower

Ba rk
Ba rk

CATS Chicago Area Study
Mitchelì and Rapkin

Pa ppa s

Stea

Maw:

Bu rton
Jani sova
Buì l
Bel I et aì

Mei r
Chapi n

Polìoway and Ber'gman
Ma cMu r ray

Barker
Kasma r

er and llright
er and lJright

2

Ã

6

7

9
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Envi nonmental Ps chol o tnvi ronrnental
e rcep on an ogn l l0n

In the Iast ten to fìfteen years, man-environment nesearcit has

increasingly concenned itself with an uncterstanding of human behavjoural

patterns. The i nterrel at'ionshi p between human behav'i our and i ts env'i ron-

mental settjng has been stud'ied by a variety of professional researchers,

psychologì sts, geographerS, pl anners and designers jn arch'itectune,

urban studj es, I andscape archi tecture, regì onal pì annì ng, natural resounce

p'lanners, socìo1ogy, and man.y other areas. Such multidiscìpì inany work

has bnought together the study of perception, cognitìon, and behavjour

i nto an 'interdì scì p'l i nary area known aS "enVi ronmental psycho'logy. "

An adequate definition of envjronmental psychology proves to be

el us'ive as evi denced by P roshansky , 
I who questì oned whetheli t actual ly

can be defined; Hemstra and McFarljng,2 who use an operational approach

based on Proshansky, "enVironmental psychoìogy is what env'inonmental

psycho'l og'i sts do" ; and Porteou, , 
3 who underl i nes the wi de va riety of

sub-dìsciplines involved in the fjeld and cla'imed that there'is not even

agreement on the wordS "enVinonment" and "behaviOur." NonetlLeleSS, thìS

thes'is does accept an a'im of envi ronmental psychoì ogy as outl i ned by

^45pen ce r "

Envjronmental psychology aìms to build a predictive scientifìc
theory whi ch wi I I 'il I ustrate the consequences for huntan behav-
jour- óf alternat'ive decisions concern'ing the structure of the
bu'ilt environment.

As jndicated eanlier, research has been pro'l'ific. Contributing to the

communi cati on of pubì ì shed work s on va ri ous facets of envì ronmental

psychology are such jounnals as Envi ronment and Behavi our, Human Ecoì ogy,

Desìgn and Envi ronment; conference proceed'i ngs such as those of the

Env'ironmental Des'ign Research Assoc'iation (EDRA) and Behavi our and

tnv'ironment; newsletters such as Man-Env'ironment Svstems and
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Arch'itectural Ps.ychol ooy; di rectori es such as International Dinectory

of Behav'iour and Desìqn Research; ancl bibì iogr^aphìes try tsel I et aI.,5 Craik,6

7
and Goodey.'

The aìm of envìronmental psychology to buìlcl a predictìve

scient'ific theory to relate human behav'iour and environmental settings

i s of spec'i al 'i nterest to those prof ess'i onal s who pl an , desì gn , and

manage those settì ngs , and to psychol og'i sts who are concerned with the

environmental context of human behavioul'. Envìronmental assessment has

been one major focus of the envinonmental psychoìogy fìeld. Craik$

jdentìfied research ìn environmental assessment as fal'ling into five

fields:

1. Assessment of thç physical-spatia'l properties of places,
ê.g., Shafer and Thompsony

2" The organi zati on of material af['if acts ì n pl aces , ê.9. ,

Lìving Room Checklist, Laumann and Houseru

3. Assessment of tra'its of pì aces by human observers, ê"9., Use

of adjective checklìsts, bipoìar ratjng scales, Q-sort decks, etc.

4. Assçpsment of th-e^enduring behavioural attributes of places,
ê.g., Barkerll and Kasmarl2

5. Assessment of the ìnstitut'ional attributes of pìaces,
ê. g. , Moos13

Another key area of research in env'ironmental psychology is

that of env'i nonmental perceptì on whì ch focuses "upon the psychoì ogi ca'l

and envinonmental factors whìch affect the 'impressìons observers form of

pl ae es. " l'4

In summary, current work in environmental perception represents
a coherent body of studl'es which have ne-defined the concept of
perception to ìnclude perceptual, cognìtive, imagìna'1, affective
and value aspects studied by a wjde range of methodoìogìes and

techniques. Env'i ronmental percept'ion is not onìy dependent upon

the phys'icaì, interpersonal, and cultural aspects of the environ-
ment, but aìso upon the status of the person, includìng needs,
actions, motives, cognìt'ive processes, and so on.r3
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Environmental perception defined in this way does not deal onìy with

space perception or obiect perception, nor with perceptua'l learning or

adaptation. "Environmental perception, in short, includes many aspects

that are not traditional'ly treated as perception."l6

The lfterature on environmental psychology at times uses the

terms "environmental perception" and "environmental cognition"

separately, and at times interchangeably. Cognition, however, really

refers to all forms of knowing with perception being a substage of

the entire pnocess. Taken in th'is way, envìronmental cognitìon is a

broader concept and "refers to the awareness, impress'ions, informatìon,

images and beliefs that peopìe have of envìronments."17 It js ìmportant

to note that these env'ironments do not necessarily have to be experienced--

they may have been heard about, or imag'ined. Nonetheless, whethen exper-

'ienced 'in actual ì ty or vj cani ously, these envi ronments are imbued wi th

i nformati on, images, impressi ons and are gì ven meanì ng and sì gni fi cance

according to the manner ìn wh'ich each person selective'ly perceives them.

The questjon of "how ane these env'i ronments perce'ived?" ìs an area of

ma jor theoreti cal and analyt'ical concern of those 'interested 'in man-

envi ronment reseanch"

In an attempt to answer this questìon, researchers, but especiaììy

geographers, have borrowed heavi'ly from the field of psychology to develop

a range of technìques to e'ither measure or describe aspects of the per-

ce'ived environment. Saarin.n,18 in hìs article "The Use of Projectìve

Techniques'in Geographic Research," uses a framework ident'ified by Lìndzey

10
and Thorpe, t' whereby groups of techniques fa'll into f ive ma'in categories:

(1) associat'ion techn'iques, (2) constructìon technìques, (3) compìetion

techniques, (4) choice ororderjng techniques, and (5) expness'ive
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Tabl e 4 descrì bes these techni ques more f u1 
'ly and g'ives

nesearch characteristic of each category.

TABLE 4

PROJECTIVI TECHNIQUES USED IN GEOGR

(derived from Saarinen fP$rc 
nrsrnncr

Kind of Techniques Task Requi red Exarnple of Technìque Example of Research
using Techniques

(a) Association
techni ques

(b) Construction
techni ques

(c) Completion
techni ques

(d) Choìce or
0rderi ng
techn i ques

(e) Expressive
techn i ques

immediate resPonse of
the subject to stimul i

eonstruction of a more
eiaborate story or
pictune from stimulì

complet'i on of an
incomplete product in
any tvay resPondent
chooses

respondent chooses
from alternatives to
fit a specifie
cri teri on

product produced, but
manner and style as
important as product
i tsel f

word or phrase association
of various countries

Apperception Test
)
T.A.T. Test

Rosenerig Pi cture
Fnustratì on Study

(Modi fìed)

Szondì Test
Picture Arrangement Test
Place Preference
Card Sorting

play" drawing, Painting
technìques, human figure
drawing tests

scaìe models with movÍe
or T.V" camera Pick-uP

drawn map on blank sheet

Haddon

Mu rray

Saari nen

Barker and Burton

Za nna ra s

Goul d
Cox and Zannaras

Appleyard and Craik

Saa ri nen

Thematì c
(T. A"T

Modi fi ed

Saarjnen d'iscusses the advantages and d'isadvantages of pnoiective

techn.iques'in research aimed at answering how individuals perceive theìr

envjronments. He sees them as useful for "tapp'ing the subiective world--

someth.ing difficult to do by other means" 20 und feels they have d'ist1nct

advantages for cr.oss-cultural work and for transcendìng Ianguage barriers.

0n the negative side, Saarinen recogn'izes the great difficuìty wìth

ì nterpretatì on of the nesul ts and 'impl i es that geographers wi thout ass'ist-

ance of other professionals like psychologists, ilâY be unlìkeìy to under-

take research usl'ng these techn'iques.

Envi ronmental Knowl edge

The prevìously cited categories of techniques are merely a small

jndicatjon of some research ìnterests in environmental percept'ion and
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cognitìon. At the very centre of controversy and confus'ion 'in thìs vast

field'is a bas'ic dìsagreement on the term "representation" wh'ich js a

critìcal concept in the study of env'ironmental knowìedge. Moore and

Go1'ledge use the concept "'in the sense of a hypotheti cal construct to

refer to hypothes'ized, not directly observable subiective knowledge of

the envi ronment. " 
1 They poi nt out 'in an excel I ent d'iscussi on, the

genenal sense in which representation 'is used: fjrstly' to "refer to

the symbolic evocat'ion of absent realìties, that js, the representation

of someth'i ng absent f nom the perceptua'l f i el d through some other nìeans

that stands fot', or symbolizes the absent thing";2 and secondly, the

use of the term "to refer to knowledge or thought jtself (Piaget)."3

It js th'is latter meaning of representatjon that seems to be

implied when vanìous w¡itens have spoken of the 'ìmages' peopìe
have of thein environment (Lynch, 1960; Strauss, 1961, 1968) 'of the 'personal constructs' , bY whì ch one organ'izes know'ledge
of the env'i nonment (Harri son and Sa¡re , 19.71) , or of the ways

of wh'ich one 'constiues' the envì ronment.4

The d'iscussjon of the two ways of usì ng the term "representati on"

'is of 'jnterest as ìt recognìzes specifically "cognìt'ive representation"

as a hypothet'ical construct wh'ich seeks to exp'lai n the non-observed

processes and organ'izations of elements of knowledge as a shorthand

notation system which researchers have reason to belìeve ex'ist and which

account for observable spat'ia'l behaviour" Synonymousìy, Pìaget5 upp.u.,

to be referring to representat'ion 'in thìs way when he refers to "schema"

or "structure" and Kaplan,6 and Downs and Stea7 when they refer to

"cogn'it'ive map. "

It'is clear that noted nesearchens in the field recognize "environ-

ment" as some form of mental construct. How thi s construct 'is fabn'icated

is a compìex topic whìch wìll not be discussed here, however all theorists
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and researchers do agree that the product of the fablicat'ion is based on

the nature of and fashìon 'in whìch an jndiv'idual processes information.

The. structune and processes are, of course, dependent upon the k'inds of

knowl edge the i nd'ividual has avai I abl e to h'imsel f . In terms of envi non-

mental knowledge, Stephen Kaplan hypothesizes that there appear' to be

four kinds of knowledge which would be useful for survival jn the environ-

ment, knowìedge of : (l) where one is, (2) what ìs likeìy to happen next,

(c) whether a predicted situation is 'good or bad', and (4) some possìbìe

courses of acti on" I

Thus the knowledge man requìres for survivaì jncludes familiarity
with the objects and situations characteristic of his environment
and with the array of actions he can undertake. In addition, he
must be abìe to anticipate what is likeìy to come next. This
requires that man store in his head a great deaì of information
concerning what leads to what. He must have in his head a great
deal of jnformat'ion about many possible situat'ions and the
relations between them.9

That overt spatì aì behavi our of i ndj v'i dual s i s a resul t of such

a compl'icated data base and complex decisìon-makìng is a relativeìy newìy

accepted theory by researchers, especia'lly geographers. Research on what

i nfonnati on 'is stored 'in the head of i nd'iv j dual s has taken many f orms.

Research specifìcalìy on urban envi ronments, accond'ing to Goìledge and

ZannaraFl0 can be div'ided into three areas: fjrstly, m'icro-level studies

such as those which attempt to fìnd out how well peopìe can locate specì-

fìc po'ints in urban areas; secondly, distance studies; and thirdìy, macno-

level studies attempt'ing to reconstruct maps of urban areas from the know-

ledge that indjviduals have about pì aces. As indicated earì ier, study jn

these fields are important to professional pì anners, arch'itects, desìgners

and resource managers in order to enable them to deveìop a predìctive

theony I i nkj ng human behavi our and env'i ronmental setti ngs "

Percept'ion of compì ex envi ronmental si tuati ons have I ed to stud'ies
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at the m'icr^o-l evel of rooms through to the macro-l evel of entì re ci ti es

and natural environments. Genenally, these studjes have been in existing

real world envìronments, e.9., necollection of actual routes taken in a

city, wìth fewer stud'ies being done ìn a controlled laboratory settìng.

As wel l, relatìvely few stud'ies have looked at a broad consideration of

envi ronmental perceptìon, Cr"aik1l and Lowentnal 12 being exceptions.

Joel Kameron 'in "Expenimentaì Stud j es of Env'i ronmental Þerceptì 0r, " 
13

of fens an excel I ent rev'iew of nesearch on the four env'i ronmental cl assi -

ficat'ions of : (1) archìtectunal forrns, (2) cities, (3) cities, highwa'ys

and streets, and (4) natural settings. Fon a synopsìs of Kanleron's

dj scussi on, see Tabl e 5.

TABLE 5

SYNOPSIS OF RESEARCH ON TXPERiMTNTAL STUDIES
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PTRCEPTIQN
(derived from J. Kameron13 )

Envì ronmental Cl ass i fi cati on Research Authors

1 . Arch ì tectual Fo rms

(a) lack of congruence between
perceptions of desìgners (as
reflected in the designs) and
those of usen groups

(b) attempts to determìne "mean'ing"
i n archi tecture

Izumi
Rasmussen
Canter
0smond
He rs hbe rge r
tnv'i ronmental Research

Foundati on
Hal I dane
Payne
Ittel son
Venturi, Bnown and

I senou r

Beck
Hessel gren
Col I i ns
Hershberqer
Sanoff
Wohl w'i I I
Burnham and Grimm
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TABLE 5 - Cont'inued

Envi ronmenta'l Cl assi f i cati on Research Authors

2

(c) investigation of rooms

(e) environmental perception of
building

(f) exterior quality of housing
and its perception

(g) site plan and perception

Ci ti es:

(a) general discussion

(b) measurement of urban preferences

Maslow and Mintz
Bi rren
Ka sma r
Holmberg, Almgren,

Soderpalm and Kuller
Hoìmberg, Kuller and

Ti dbl om

Sp i vak
Kasmar, Griffin and

Mauri tzen

Canter and Wool s
Canter
Collins

Chermayeff and
Al exander

Goodman
Peterson, Bishop and

Fi tzgera'ld

Lynch
Wei ss and Boutourl i ne
Newman
Down s

Lynch
Van der Ryn and Boie
Wohlwi I l
Swi nburne
Ca rp
Stei ni tz
Strauss
Rappaport and Hawkes
Fi el d'

Mi chel son
Webber and Webber
Lowenthaj
Lansing and Marans
Southworth
Saari nen
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TABLT 5 - Continued

Envi ronmental Cl assi f i cati on Research Authors

(c ) Urban "images" and 
"'mental 

maps"

(d) psychoì ogi cal ef fects of c'ity forms

(e) eìements of mental maps

effect of observer variables on
the nature of the urban image

3. Perception of highways and Streets

(a) travel and percePtion

(b ) j ndi vi dual di fferences and
noadside response

4" Perception of natunal environments:

(a) broadìy defined "geographic
pe rcept ì on "

Lyn ch
Ca rr
Bl aut and Stea
Stea
Stea and Downs
Downs and Stea
Al exander
M'i ì g ram

Fi rey
Lynch
DeJonge
I,lastlund and Wi hervouri
Gul i uk
Ekman and Brati fi sch
Pa s sonea u

Stea
Lee

Carr
Appl eyard
Bl aut, McCl eany and

Bl aut
Bl aut and Stea
Ladd
Stea and Bl aut

Appìeyard, Lynch and
Meye r

Ca rr and Schi ssl er

Lynch and Ri vk i n
Vì gi er
L'ittl e
Wi nkel , Maì ek , and Thi el
Appl eya rd and L'i ntel I
Goìledge and Zannaras

(f)

Spout and Sprout
Lowenthal '

Campbeì I
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TABLE 5 - Continued

Envi ronmental Cl assi f ì cat'ion Research Authors

(b) Smal I scal e natural envi ronments
and I andscape

Lowenthal
Crai k

Shafer

Sonnenfel ddi st'i nct popu'l ati on di f ferences

hazard perceptì on Kates
Saari nen
Bu rton
Cra'ik
Sewe I

Cogn'i t i ve Ma ppilg

As can be seen in Table 5, envìronmental perceptìon of comp'lex

environments covers a w'ide range of research'interests from land ut'iliza-

tion and geographìc behavìoun to those of djfferences in aesthet'ic

percepti on between profess'i onal s and I aymen. The fì el d of "envi ronmental

ìearn'ing" jtself has received relatìve'ly I ittle attention. Th'is form of

I earni ng useS, i t appeans, cogni ti ve representati on of geograph'i c space

and 'is I i nked to overt spat'ia'l behavi our. These representati ons specì -

fjcally of geographic space are generally referned to as "cognitive

mdps," a term co'ined by Tolman in 1948. 1 The process of form'ing these

representations or maps'is neferred to as "cognitive mappìn9"" After

Tolman's wonk i n general i zed cognì tì ve mappj ng, ì nterest i n human spati al

'imagery dropped of f unti I the pub'lì cati on of Boul dì ng's semi nal work

The Imaqe ìn 1956"2 This work suggested relations between non-visuaì

ìmagery and cognitìve mapping and 'inspìred two othen major contributions

to the field: Plans and Structure of Behaviout" (i960) 3 by Miller,

Galanter, and Pnìbram, and The Image of the City (1960) 4 by Kevin

Lynch. Anselin Stnauss's Imaqes of American Cities

(c)

(d )

to carry this field of intenest further.

( t oo t ¡ 5 cont i nued
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Downs and Stea defjne cognìtìve mapping as "a process of a

ser.ies of psycholog'ical transformat'ions by which an 'indivjdual acquìres,

codes, StoreS, recalìs, and decodes information about the relat'ive

locatjon and attitudes of phenomena in his everyday spatiaì envi ronmentl'.6

They also see cognitive maps, the pnoducts of the mapp'ing processes, as

,,conven'ient sets of shorthand symbol s that we al I subscri be to; recogni ze

and employ: these symboìS vary from group to group, and indìvidual to

ìndjviduaì, resultìng from our. bjaSeS' prejudìceS, and pensonal

7
experìences."/ Underìying these defin'itions is the theory that "human

spatial behavjou¡is dependent upon the indìvidual's cogn'itìve map of

the spat'ial envi ronment. " S

The cognit'ive map is a theoretìcal entity which is assumed to

exìst but is unobservable.9 The nap itsel.f is a product of

cognitive activ'ity whose nature is not cìearìy known or undenstood but

whi ch does have a known ef f ect on f uncti on. l^lh ì l e the "ma p" of represen-

tati on, as d'iscussed earl ì er, f unctì ons as a regu'l ar map ' ìt does not

necessariìy have the propertjes of a pictorial mental'image in cartogra-

phic form. It is now generally accepted that Tolman's idea of a

"cognitive map" ìs really a metaphorìca1 use of the term "representat'ion".

In faet, Downs and Stea argue that when companing people's sketch maps

of environments with actual aerial or cartographic mapS, there are

always ìnaccuracies" "Cognit'ive mapping does not lead to a dupì'icative

process with three-dimens'ional color pìctunes somehow 'tucked away in

the mind,s eye,, nor does jt give us an elaborately fìled series of

conventi onal cartographì c maps as varyi ng spati a1 scal es' " 10 They

quote Kates *and Wohl w'i I I : "we must real i ze that the 'i nd'i vì dual does not

passì veìy react or adapt to env'i ronmental forces 'impi ng'ing on him, but

bnìngs a vaniety of cognìtive activ'it'ies to bear--expectancies, attitudes,
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even symbolic elabor:ation and transformatìon of the world of reality

whìch comes to medjate and moderate the impact of the environment."ll

Downs and Stea "chanacterize cognìtive maps as ìncomp'lete, distorted,

schemati zed, and augmented, and f i nd that both group sìmì l ari tì es and

ì di osyncrati c 'indì v'idual di f f erences exi st. " 12

Indiv'idual and group diffenences (and hence sim'ilarities among

membens of a group), ìn environmental cognìtion, as evidenced by cogni-

tive maps of subjects, have been summarized in an excellent artìcle by

Gary Moore, "Environmental Cognit'ion" in Unui.ont.nt unO g.h .13 In

Table 6 l4oore's material is adapted in a synoptic form in which a number of

the explanatory variables are outlined" Moore's caution of drawing causal

inferences or dynamic explanation about the variables is worth noting.

TABLE 6

EXPLANATORY VARIABLIS IN TNVIRONME

(adapted from Moore 14
NTAL COGNITION

)

A. Types of ì ndi vi dual di fferences

(1) Content, quantìtY and structural di fferences

a) s'ize of area known

b) types of areas known wel I
enough to include on maP

c) elenìents chosen to'include
or exclude

d) age-reìated dìffenences ìn quantity
of envi ronmental knowl edge

e) structural di fferences
ìe. egocentrjc vs. domocentric

personal preference sYstem

Goul d

0rl eans

Maurer and Baxter

Andrews

Throwbridge

Shemyak i nf)
s)

route vs. survey maP diffenences

sty'les of structuri ng envi ronment
reþresentation of unfamìl'iar cities Gittins

d'i f ferent modes of conceptual i zati on

of professional and academic groups Barker

i ) structural devel opmentaì dì fferences

h)

ìn cognìtive maPPing of teenagers Moo re
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TABLE 6 - Continued

A Types of individual differences - Contjnued

(2) Between-'i ndì vì dual and wi th'in-'indi vi dual di f f erences

a) developmental parallel ìsm between
brain demaged and normaì pensons

Styl i sti c di fferences(3)

(4 ) Devel opmental d'i f f erences

a) "aesthetjc poetic" modes vs.
"sci enti fi c Functi on" modes of
organì zi ng envi ronmental 'i nformati on . . . Gi ttj ns

b) soci oeconom'ic rel ated styì ì sti c
di fferences

Sì ege'l and Wh'i te

Stea and Taphanel
St ea

I changes Bl aut et al .
Bl aut and Stea
Piaget et al.
Hart and Moore
Moore and Gol ì edge
Acnedol o
Carn'itello
l4a rk and Si ve rma n

Ladd
Byc roft
Moone

b) microgenet'ic developmental changes Follini
Appl eya rd
Wood
Beck and Wood

B" Indiv'idual and group dìfferences: Exp'lanatory variables

(1) Differences due to specìfic
cognit'ive abìllties Mark and Sjlverman

Appì eya rd
Ladd
Byc roft
Moore

(2) Age-reì ated 'i ndi v'i dua I d'i f f erences P'i aget
Ac redol o
Moo re
Kapì an

(3) Sex-related jnd'ivìduals Everìtt and
Cadwal I ader

0rl eano and Schmì dt
Tì nda l
Saegert and Hart
Ha rt
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Conti nued

B Indi vì dual

(4) Lensth

and group di fferences : Expl anatory va ri abl es - Conti nued

of resi dence and fami I ì arì ty Appl eyand
Moore
Francescato and Mebane
Beck and Wood
Devl'in
Zannaras

(5) Tnavel mode and
dimensi on Lee

Appl eya rd
Za nna ra s
Strauss

(6 ) roì e and I 'i f estyì e
Fra n ce scat o

and Mebane
Gan s

Canter
Barker
Strauss

(7 ) Ethni c and cul tural groups val ues,
ì i festyl es and env'ironmental meani ng Ra popo rt

Gans
Fr.ied and Gl e'icher
Ra i nwater'
Dun can
Cooper
Moone
Duncan and Duncan

Lyn ch
Lowenthal
Tuan
Hal I

Fì rey

(B) Race and culture (Porteous)

(9) Value systems (Porteous)

Also of note is the'importance of the environment itself as a

variable--both social and physìcal. In terms of the phys'ica1 environment

and env'ironmental cognitìon, LynchlS suggests c'ities are imageable at

least in terms of their paths, edges, nodes, landmarks and djstricts.

Appì eya.¿ 16 'ident'if ied three majon characteristìcs by which landmarks or

bui I di ngs are known :

f
ty

Effects o
in the ci
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1. use signifìcance - what you do there (hìgh positìve ìoading
on use intensity and use singulanity and h ì gh negati ve I oadì ng on

symbol i sm and newness )

2. v'isìbìf ity - where it ìs (high posìtive ìoadjng on commanding
location-ãsa:ciãTÏy at decjsion points and immediacy to the cone of
visìon)

3. plys'ical form - ('least important) what it looks l'ike (high
positive-Toadïng on movement of people, isolation from surround'ings,
size, overal I un'iqueness or shape; h'igh negative on surface textures,
sìmpf icity versus complexity, brightness).

Carr and Schl isslerlT studied percept'ion and memory of car

tnips and found that tìme jn v'iew, ease of labelììng, and object dotttinance

determi ned wh'ich f eatures woul d be remembered. Lowenthal and R1ul , 
18

in a study of Englìsh h'illtop towns, dìscovened that the stnucture of

what is to be seen js important to what is seen. Hurrun19 determìned

that the visual exposure of image elements predicts how domìnant those

elements will be in the pubìic ìmage. S'imiìarly, Appl.yu.d20 found

errors in the products of cognìtive sketch mappìng when there was an

unclear functio=nal use of an area, ìow vis'ib'il'ity, and ambiguous form,

i n deseendi ng order of importance. It i s genenal ìy accepted that the

pubf ic or group image i s mone useful for p'l ann'ing and phys'ica'l envi ronment

than i ndi vi dual ones" These studi es have gi ven some di rect'ion to p'l anners

and designers of those environments ìn terms of ìmportant env'i nonmental

vaniables and cognition.

Before leaving the topic of cognit'ive mapp'ing and varjables

important to the development of environmental knowiñg, â brief discus-

s'ion of the development of spatial cognition is necessary" From exampìes

of stud'ies 'in Image and Envi ronment by Downs and Stea2l and from work

mentioned ìn this nevìew, it is clear that "adults form cognìtìve maps,

and images of spatìal'ly extensjve environments, orient themselves in a
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vaniety of such envinonments, execute judgmenta'l pneferences, and form

ìmpressions concern'ing distances, boundedness, and other metric charac-

teristics of spatial env'ironments,"22 Th'is thesìs accepts the theory

that chi I dren, especì aì ly those 'in the ear"1y adol escent years of el even

to fifteen, have the same abìlity. tvidence to support this view can be

found ìn research by Blaut et a1.,23 who suggest very young chì1dren,

from six years of age, can exerc'ise thnee fundamental cognitive mapping

abil ìties: (1) reduct'ion in scaìe, (2) rotatìon of perspectìve from the

famìliar horizontal reviewing positjon to that of an unfam'iìiar overhead

or p'lan pe.rspectìve, and (3) abstract'ion from the three-d'imens'ional

color environment to a two-dimensional monochromatic black and wh'ite

photograph. 0then studìes, Stea and Blaut,24 Piaget et a1.,25 Hart

and Moore,26 Moore and Golledge,2T Acredolo,28 Cannitello29 and Mank

30
and Silverman all confirm in one way or another that ch'ildren, by the

age of twelve,can perfonncognitjve mapp'ing and do exhìbìt envinomental

I earni ng ab'il i ti es.

Development of the Recognition of Places

This thesis, firstly, has attempted to support the theory that

differing experiences and the roles a person plays relat'ive to his environ-

ment are dependent upon the individual's developmental period and stage in

the life cycle" In other words, development from the egocentric perspec-

tive of t,he baby to the adult viewpoint of the wonld, in an abstract sense,

can be thought of as anot,her aspect of role differentiation ín which exper-

iences from childhood to maturíty and old age are inherently different. Not

only are the adult's experiences different, but so are the possibilities

for experiences different" 0nly with rnaturity do the maximum options for
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experìences become available. As experìences w'iden the adult's perspec-

tive, so too do they influence h'is response to and conception of his

envi ronment.

A second major theoretical foundation on which this thesis is

based js one which suggests that 'indiv'iduals can and do form "images" or

"personal constructs" in which they ongan'ize knowledge of the'ir env'iron-

ment and that these cognitive representations of geograph'ic space are

I i nked to overt behav'iour. Tying these two theoret'ical concepts toge-

ther, Perin's work suggests that there is a dìfference between being in

an envjronment and doing th'ings jn it. Clear''ly, the opportunìties for

act'ion are dependent upon phys'ica'l access to varying envì ronments and

the rol es one pl ays vi s-a-v'is the env'i ronment. Behav'iour, phys'icaì and

social, is ì'inked to developmental age and stage, as are environmental

concept'ion and response.

it has been stated that research done wìth young children ind'i-

cates that they can recognize pìaces as coherent wholes, give evidence

of.environmental learning, and have the abjlity to represent these in

cognìtìve mapp'ing experiments. As the type and range of pìaces the

child knows about and uses grows, jt js expected that the conceptuaì

systems which are formed change. it would appear then that the env'iron-

mental needs of indivìduals at varyìng tìmes change in nelation to the'ir

conceptualization of the'ir envinonment, One could hypothes'ize that the

environmental needs of a child, an adolescent, and an adult ane dìfferent

just as the conceptua'lizat'ion of thei r" envi ronments are di fferent.

Neig hbourhood Theory

As an 'indìvidual deveìops, the locus of his daììy actìv'it'ies

increasingìy shifts from home, to home base, to nejghbourhood, and to the
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broader realm of city and country. Home, of whatever phys'ica1 form, ì s

whene personaìizatjon and defence occur. "Home baSe" ìs "a terflitorial

unit wh'ich provides terrìtorial satisfactionS, security, 'identity, and

stimulation." 1 "Neighbounhood," bJ simpìe definition, refers to "home

base at a collect'ive level ... an anea with wh'ich one cìoseìy identìfies

or feels at home."2 The class'ical definit'ion of neìghbourhood accordìng

to p'lanners 'is one of "a small, recognìzable subunit of the c'ity existìng

at a scale between the individual house and the cìty as a whole... a

physìcaìly well-defjned ent'ity, w'ith a selection of low order emenities

suf f i cl ent to sat'isfy the bul k of the i nhabi tants whose mutual 'inter-

relationships ensure a modicum of social control and community feeling." 3

Imp'l'icit in this defin'ition is the ecologìcaì approach of recogn'izing

neighbourhoods as socìal entitìes, and the pìanning approach of empha*

s'izing the ne'ighbourhood "as a physìca1 constnuct useful in the'layout of

residential areas. "4

It is now genenally accepted that neighbourhood ìs something

more than a geographicalìy defìned area with physical boundaries, social

networks, concentrated use of fac'il it'ies, and special emotional and

symbolic connotations for the 'inhabìtants, but consensus on recognìtìon

and defjnition of the term has been impossible. What appears to be an

essent'ial element jn the const'itution of neighbourhood is whether or not

the residents perceive an area as a neìghbourhood unìt and whether or

not they perceive themselves to be part of the unit.

Gol l edge .and Zannaras5 hypothesi zed that a comb'inat j on of

social and physical spaces constitute a perce'ived ne'ighbourhood. They

suggested some characterìst'ics which appeared to influence neìghbounhood

pe ncept i on :
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1. close ìdentification of an area by an indjv'idual,

2. identification with others of simìlar social and economic
characteri sti cs,

3" choi ce of I ocati on fr equent'ly determi ned by these "compati bl es",

4. boundanies perceived are somet'imes unclear usually consìsting
of a transì ti on zone, part'iaì ly cl aìmed and panti al ly repud'i ated,

5" 'identificatìon with the area could be a function of level of
aspìrat'ion rathen than a function of actual beìongìng, and

6. the neighbounhood consists of two parts: the social neìgh-
bou rhood where the 'i ndi v'i dual ì 'ives , ì nteracts , and 'i nvol ves hìmsel f
with friends and communìty actìv'itjes; and the physical neìghbourhood,
capable of bejng delimited on a map and distinguished from other
a reas.

The linkage of the physìcal and soc'ial ne'ighbourhoods is of

parti cul ar importance 'in def i n'ing percei ved neì ghbourhoqds. Atnong other

researchers, Lee 6 cl a'imed the two wene i next ni cab'ly I i nked and penhaps

impossible to separate; Keììer7 feìt they were indìst'inguishable.

Goìledge and Zannaras concluded as a result of theìr work:

Both physlca'l and social neighbourhoods do exist in the mìnds
of nespondents and can be identìfjed as such; and despite the
fact that the physical and social neighbourhoods can be dis-
t'inct'iveìy identified, the degree of overlap'is sufficient to
wannant the statement made by o{her researchers, that the.two
are very close'ly l'inked in the mind of the unban dweller. U

Importance of Nejghbourhood to Adolescents

Margaret Mead"'in a short essay on "Ne'ighbourhoods and Human

Needs,"I ìndicates that "the neighbourhood ìs the place where children

are brought up to become members of their own society... and to learn

to meet bas'ic human needs and to move toward the use of h'igher human

capac'iti es. " 2 The adol escent yeans a ne the crit j cal ones i n wh'i ch

learning takes p'lace and competence develops with environmental exper-

iences outside the home and in the neìghbourhood.
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The neighbourhood provides the settìng fon the adolescent to

carry out the various behaviours and roles necessary to move towand

adulthood. Many of the behaviours associated with the goaìs of the

adolescent perìod d'iscussed earlier take p'lace in on around the school ,

at a necreat'ìon center or nink, on the street or pìayìng fjeld. The

physìca'l and social envj r"onment in which the adolescent meets with peers

and adul ts, engages i n soci al parti ci pati on, devel ops gr"oup ì oyal ti es

sirengtìrens jrrdividual achjevement and learns responsìbìlìty is

pnovi ded at the ne'i ghbou rhood I evel .

Reviewing the goals of the adolescent period in each of the

categories mentioned earlìer, the attempt to move from ch'ildhood to

maturity requires behav'ioural experiences outside the home, specìfìcaìly

in the ne'ighbourhood. To attaìn general emotional maturity, the adoles-

cent learns emotional control and more objective intenpretations of

s'ituat'ions by contacts outsìde the fam'i1y. He develops heterosexual

ì nterests by incìud'ing members of the opposite sex ìn h'is peer gnoup.

General social maturity occurs as the adolescent learns to break away

form constant peer pressure, gâin more sccure acceptance of selected

peers, and I earns socì al tol erance. By i ncreasì ngìy becomi ng emanci pated

form home contnol , he 'learns to reìy on hirnself for security and aìso

devel ops se1 f-control . Intel I ectual maturì ty causes the adol escent to

move from a wide range of temponary'interests to a few selected stable

interests. Although the adolescent is not yet actively selecting an

occupatìon, he may be focusìng hls attent'ion in such a way as to more

accurately estimate h'is activìties in selected areas of interest. Th'is

co'incides w'ith hjs use of 'le'isure time for fewer act'ivites, but ones

whi ch requì re mor"e 'intel I ectual ski I I or team cooperati on" Penhaps most
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impontant'ly, the period of adolescence ìs one ìn wh'ich the child learns

to develop his own phì'losophy of ììfe especially wìth respect to values

clarificat'ion. As has been stated prev'iousìy, va'!ues are fonmed through

association w'ith parents at an ear'ly age, but in this period, the adoles-

cent has mone opportunity in the commun'ity of be'ing exposed to the

values of other adults and peers. By ìeanning to set realistic goaìs,

devel opi ng sel f-control , and 'i nternal i zì ng certai n val ues, the adol escent

moves toward a sense of social competence. Th'is sense of competence is

I i nked w'ith an ì denti f i cati on of sel f and sel f -ìmage.

Summ_a ry

This thesis has looked at the adolescent at the crit'ical cnoss-

road in the developmental journey from childhood to maturity, and has

attempted to outline the importance of the physìca'l and socìal environment

in making the transition from one stage to the next. It is ìn the home,

but especìalìy in the community, that the adolescent tries out new

behaviours, gains varied experiences, deve'lops environmental'ly approprìate

olinappropriate responses, and forms conceptions of those envjronments.

The phys'icaì and soc'ial response of the communi ty or neì ghbounhood to

the experiences and demands of the adolescent is important to vault th'is

devel opmentaì hur^dl e fnom chi I dhood to maturi ty "

This thes'is will now attempt to examine the interaction between

the adolescent and his neighbour"hood to determìne if, in fact, the

neìghbourhood does contribute to hìs normal development in some, or any,

of the ways prev'iously discussed. It wìll expìore th'is interaction by

attemptìng to determìne the perception the adolescent has of hjs neìgh-

bourhood and the activities that he carries out there"



CHAPTER II

THE INTERACTIVE MODEL

Devel opment of the Model

From research previousìy cited, it would appear that an

individual's perception of his neighbourhood and the activíties lvhich he

carries out there are close'ly linked. In order to examine the pereeptions

and uses of a specÍfic neighbourhood by a group of early adolescents Ít
was necessary to develop a model to investigate the interaction between

these two variabìes.

Use or activities carried out in certain areas have been researched

using a variety of techniques from exhaustive fol'lowing and recording the

behaviour of subiects to questionnaires on time budgets. Pereeption of

areas has been examined using an even broader array of techniques from

large scale model manipulation to map drawings of route recollections.

With the exception of Ladd] little work has been done examining the link

between use and perception.

This study attempts to explore the interaction between use ând

perception of a neighbourhood by creating and applying a research model

which combÌnes two techniques capable of being analysed separately and

then in association. Firstly, a questionnaire was developed which focused

questions on activities, t,he place or location of those activities, the

frequency with which those activities were carried out, and other persons

with whom the activities were carried out" Secondly, a self-initiated

42
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cognitive mapping technique was used to generate a drawing of the

reca'lled neighbourhood. The questionnaire was analysed using a content

anaìysis technique. The map drawing was analysed by recording the

physical features spontaneously drawn. The questionnaire responses of

activities and locations were then associated with the drawn responses

of places and features to examine the relationship between the use of

the neighbourhood, as indicated by activities ancl p'laces mentioned, and

the perception of t,hat neighbourhood, as indicated by the cogn'itive map

drawn.

In developing this model a number of studies were ana'lysed Ín

detail to support the use of specific techniques and methods to generate

desired responses. These studies by Chapin and Brail,2 Lynch,3 Appleyard,4

Ladd,5 and Pocock,6 will be discussed to indicate the similarities and

differences between them and this study and to recognize the'ir contribu-

tion to this work.

Chapin and Brail

In reviewing research in activíties peopìe carry out in the'ir

daily lives, the work of ChapÍn and Brail was examined for its contribu-

tion of the conceptual distinction of three aspects of human behaviour:

(1) level of interaction, or with whom activities are carried out,

(2) location, or activities occuring in-home and out-of-home, and

(3) obligatory/díscretionary activit,ies, or activities which one is

compelled to do or does at one's discretion.

The Chapin and Brail study sampled L,476 persons in 43 United

States metropolitan centers. Respondents were asked to detail time and

space budgets for a singìe weekday. Although the results of the amount
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of dÍscretionary time available in a typica'l adult's Z4-hour day were

interest'ing, the most useful find'ings were that sex, stage in the life

cyc'le (age, family responsìbilities, household size), and status (income,

education) were the most useful activity predictors.

The distinction of level of interaction, location, and obligatory/

discretionary activities were incorporated into one method of retaining

and anaìysing t,he responses for this particular thesis. The time and

space budget diary technique was used in early pretests, but dropped in

the final method. The results of sex and age differences were thought

to be of particular importance to this study and as a result were used

as major índependent variables.

Kevi n Lynch

Kevin Lynch made the first major contribution to the study of

cognitive mapping with his study "Image of the City". His work attempted

to find methodologies for conceptualization of urban images and for

describing them. His concern was for the appìication of a methodology

which would allow planners to use imagery findings in the process of

urban pianning and design"

Lynch suggested that the image one has of the city couìd be

analysed into three components: identity, or the individuality of an

object; strueture, or the relationship of t,he obiect to other obiects or

the observer; and meaning, or full comprehension of the obiect"

Lynch sampled a total of 60 professional and managerïal cìass

adults; 30 ín Boston, 1"5 in Jersey City and 15 in Los Angeles. He used

a series of methods for eliciting images from these respondents. He

asked them t,o draw a quick map of central Boston "iust as if you were
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making a rapíd description of the city to a st,ranger, covering a'll the
1

majn features".' Critics of this method argue the word "stranger"

suggest emphasis may be p'laced on elements being chosen for inclusion

which may not be representative of the respondent's personaì image.

tynch also asked his subjects to list elements of the city thought to be

distinctive and to locate, describe, and express emotional feelings of

particular urban features. He also had them provide detailed descriptions

of tríps through the city.

Lynch used a form of content ana'lysis to pu'l'l out repetitive

elements found in the maps and the lists. He then classified these into

five types: paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks. He found

that none of these were isolated entities, but instead overlapped one

another. Lynch's typology, with variation, is used today.

Lynch a'lso noted two major conclusions: firstly, that there

were significant differences in the elicited maps of respondents compared

to those of trained professionals, and secondly, that the sketch-a-map

technique was useful for elicit,ing responses difficult to obtain by

other means. In addìtion, he discovered five major ways or processes by

which the maps were drawn. 0f particular interest is his observat'ion of

maps drawn by a path or route orientation as opposed to those of space

or area orientation"

Some of the techniques and observations of Lynch formed a cent,ral

part of the methodoTogy for this thesis. The use of the sketch-a-map

devíce to elicit a response assocÍated with perception of the neighbour-

hood was used in pretests and retained in the final method. Instructions

to initiate the map were similar with some word modifications and the
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replacement of the word "stranger" by "new friend." Listing of elements

and other methods used by Lynch were replaced by a questionnaire on

activities and places with both closed and open-ended questions. The

classification of the five types of elements proved useful in analysing

the content of the maps, although additional eategories were developed.

The processes by which the rnaps were drawn were not observed as Lynch

has done, but the differences of path or route styles versus space

patterns were noted using a combination of Appleyard and Ladd categories.

Appl eyard

Appleyard, in an attempt to assess the environmenta'l perceptions

of the inhabitants of Ciudad Guayana in Venezula, developed a study

with a total sample of 320 subjeets representing four different types of

dÍstrict environments. He wanted to "test the effectíveness of different

environments and measure t,he role of varíous environmental factors -

physical, soeial, and functional - ín the inhabitants' urban perception,

and to learn if there were sígnfficant group differences in envíronmental

attï tudes and knowl edge" .8

Appleyard used a variety of methods íncluding interviews, map

drawing tasks, recollections of well:remembered features, descriptions

of a journey through the city, and opinions of current needs and

preferences, as well as recent and predicted changes. The respondents

were also asked to descrîbe theÍr ideal and worst eity, to compare

theír cÍty wîth others, and to rate their satisfactíon with Cuídad

Guayana.

Similar to the findings of tynch, Appleyard found marked

differences in the knowledge and perceptions of planners and designers
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and those of the inhabitants. In attempting to discover the reca'lled

knowledge of these inhabitants, Appleyard developed the three main

attributes of (a) form, (b) visib'ility, (c) significance, to calculate

the conspicuousness of landmark buildings. Various differences occurred

between respondents, however,App'leyard concludes,"the critical variables

in designing a city should relate to the actions and movements of the

inhabitants, to the visible form of the envíronment, and to the patterns

that are significant to the various popuìation groups".9

The method of structuring the maps came under scrutiny by Apple-

yard" He developed a range of styles from topologica'l to positional in

two parallel frameworks based on either a sequential method of roads and

rïver barriers, or spatial method of buiìdings and districts. Examples

of these structural types are found in Figure 5

As a result of his study, Appleyard concluded that urban percep-

tion was more than imageabiìity of distinctive envirsnmental features.

He found:

Pereeption is guided also by a person's needs, purposes 
_

and aôtions, by his past experience, general and particu'lar,
and by his conceptual abilities to process information.
Finally environmental information Ìs mediated either
dírectly through a person's modes of travel - a car and
a bus mediate different informatíon - or directly through
the mass media, drawing attention to eyents and pìaces
that might othéruise pãss unnoticed. l0

Appleyard's classifications of structuring styles of cognitive maps

were used Ín t,he anaìysis of the cognitive maps produeed for thís thesis.

As Appleyard found considerable differences in the styles and eontent of

maps depending on socioeconomic status, experienee or familiarity with

the city, and sex differences, as well as mode of travel, it was felt
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that sex, âgê or developmental level, and length of residence may

similarìy produce differences in the maps produced by the early adoles-

cents in this study. Because mode of travel on a routine basis is

uniform for this age group - walking or bicycling, it was anticipated

that local neighbourhood perceptions would not be as effected by trans-

portation methods as was evidenced by Appleyard's work, however, ques-

tions on mode of travel for activíties were included in t,he question-

nai re.

Ladd

Fl orence Ladd i s one of the few researchers to exami ne a non-

adult North American population, specifically, of urban adolescents. Her

work attempted to:

1" to develop an understanding of areas subiectively defined as
neighbourhoods ,

2" to discover the soeially and psychologically significant aspects of
the "contents" of their neighbourhoods as reflected in their mapse ano

3. to explore the potential informational value of map drawing to
soeial seientists and planners who need varíeties of data on the
significance of urban living to persons of different age, ethnic,
anã socioeconomic groupsll

Ladd's study eonsisted of 60 adolescent black boys rangìng in

age from L2 to 17 years. After completing an interview schedule called

"Neighbourhood, House and Travel", tape reeorded intervíews were

condueted. The boys were first asked to deseribe their neighbourhood

and then asked to draw a map of the neighbourhood with a black felt-

tipped pen on a sheet of white illustration board (1"4" x 22"\.

Corrections !{ere allowed and additional sheets were províded where

necessary. After compìeting the drawing, the subiects were asked
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questions on their awareness of certain areas and their housing and

travel patterns.

0f particular interest was Ladd's development of descriptive

categorÌes of maps which "took into account form and content elements as

críteria ín the drawings". 12 Four categories were selected:

1 . pictorial drawi ngs , eg. ,house,

2. schematic drawiîgs,. eg.,unconnected lines or areas,

3. map-like drawings, eg.,capable of being used for orientation, and

4 " map-l i ke drawi ngs wi th i denti fi abl e I andmark s .

In addition to the above categories of map, Ladd also assessed:

1. estimate of area represented,

2. number of streets ,

3 " number of 1 andmarks ,

4. map organization ,

5. identification of position of subiect's residence, and

6. aecuracy of maps.

Atl maps u,ere assessed in re'lation to subiects' ä9ê, grade level , and length

of resídence in neighbourhood.

The results of Ladd's work are simple and somewhat inconclusive.

A wide variety of maps were drawn by the respondents reflecting not only

physical differences in the neighbourhoods, but also individual

differences between the youths. Despite a wíde range of street and

residence patterns, no social or psychological signifícanee could be

drawn" As we11, there appeared to be no particular elements in the

drawing re'lating to race. Ladd suggests that dominant culture, and

standard methods of teaching geography may cause early formation of

image-maki ng coventions.
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Ladd's work has I ed her to suggest a number of areas for future

study. In terms of technique, she believes more than one descriptive

mode may elicit, fuller responses and that analysing map information

prior to verbal description of neighbourhoods may reduce biased ìnterpre-

tations on the part of the researchers. In order to understand the

social and psychological sígnifìcance of places, she suggests interviewing

the subjects on the rnaps they have drawn or employíng a more complex map

procedure than she used. She questions the influence of age or develop-

mental level with regard to the cognitive mappÍng technique and urges

Studies of several age groups for more information. She states, "Not

only do we need more information about the ways in which children and

adolescents perceive, organize, and represent urban areas, we should

begin to examine t,he process of the development of psychoìogical and

social associations with neighbourhoods and other pìaces. The nature

and stages of the 'environmental ìearning' process and factors which

influenee the process should be studied".13

This thesis adopted a number of techniques and suggestions.from

Ladd's study, partÌcularly those associated with the mapping exercise"

Her four categories of maps were used for analysís in combination with

the eight structuring styles of Appleyard. Additional recording of map

details such as number of streets, !'Jere alss used as an indication of

level of complexity of maps drawn for this study. Ladd's suggestion of

combÌning the mapping technique wíth another descriptive mode was an

important element in this study, however, a written questionnaire vúas

used as opposed to verbal interviews. Her concern for more information

on the role pìayed by developmental level in experience and perception

is at the crux of this thesis.
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P ocock

D.C.D. Pocock, in an empirical study on characteristics of

mental maps, combined both questionnaire and free-recall sketch mapping

techniques on three sample popuìations in Durham, Engìand. His near-

identical questionnaires v,,ere given to 94 "insiders" or residents, 59

visitors, and 59 tourists to t,he area,.asking socioeconomic questions

and other information such as familiarity with the area.

Pocock termed his cognitive mappìng technique "invitation to

map." He placed a high degree of importance on the instructional set

which he felt determined to a great extent the attributes which are

elicited or emphasized by respondents. Firstly, he chose to do the

mapping exereise after the questionnaire. Next, he stressed that he was

ínterested in physical attributes which t,rere mappable. His emphasis was

on composition and arrangernent, not content" Throughout, Pocock

attempted t,o minimize the intrusion of the researcher.

Pocock analysed the map drawings in a number of ways. He chose

Appleyard's structuring styles over those of Ladd, even though he

questìoned the universality of Appleyard's scheme" He felt the physical

complexity and the areal extent of the particular environment being

mapped would influence the product. He pointed out the physical

attribute of a dominant city center with radíal routes, as was found in

Durham, would produce different styles of maps than those produced in the

Cuìdad Guayana study which did not have a dominant center. In addition

to map classification, Pocock emphasized a discussion of "good figure"

or sophisticated styling with good drawing tendencies. He looked at map

orientation and such features as entry points of maior arteries.

In general, the results of Pocock's research indicated that there
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uras an overall tendency to use sequentiaì maps. Age did not appear to

be related to style of maP drawn

The variable of sex did produce a difference in the degree of

sophistication of maps dra!'rn, lJith males exhibiting a higher proportion

of sophisticated and "good figure" drawings. Pocock concluded that

perhaps map-drawíng abi'lîty may be considered an unfeminine ability.

The effect of class distinction and education was seen with an íncrease

in sophistication in the middle and upper class and with increased educa-

tion. Orientation tended in the d'irection of city center or primary path

leading away from home. Conventional or north orientation of drawings

correlated with increased age, length of time in area, and frequency of

visits" This familiarity variable was supported by the importanee of

the three entry points to the area, the number of activities done there,

and the extent of the map portrayed" 0verall, Poeock coneluded "arrange-

ment of elieited maps reflects a strong experiential bias ult,imately

linked to the'view from the road"'.14

Pocock's study provided useful techníques for this thesis, in

particular, the detail of his "invitation to map" technique helped

influehce decisions in the mapping exercise" In contrast to Pocock's,

this study chose to emphasize content over graphie skills particularly

because of the age differences in the two groups of respondents. Other

features sueh as orientation and entry points were ineluded in this

study's analysis" Perhaps most importantly, Pocoek's strong conclusion

of the effect of familiarity and usage of a csmmunity served to reinforce

this study's attempt to highlight the interaetion between use and

envi ronmental perception.
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Summary

The various studies discussed provided many insights and

suggestions which were used in the development of the interactive model

for this thesÍs. The three aspects of human behaviour conceptua'lized by

Chapin and Brail, along with the findîngs on activÍty predictors, gave a

method of breaking down the nature of the aetivíties of the adolescents

being surveyed in thÍs thesis. It, also suggested that differences in

those activities may vary according to age and sex of the respondents.

The work of Kevin Lynch gave both a rnethod of collecting and of categorÍ-

zing information elÍeited from cognÌtive map drawing techniques. Apple-

yard's structuring styles of maps added to the categorization methods

of tynch. Although Ladd also gave map cìassifÌcations, perhaps her most

useful suggestions were that more than one descriptÍve mode may elicit
fuller responses from subjects and that developmental level may play

an important roìe in environmental learning. Pocock's study gave various

techniques for use in thís thesís, but more importantìy, his work had

atneady eriticaì1y examined that of Appleyard and Ladd and, therefore,

helped gÍve directíon in choosing one type or aspect of methodo'logy over

a nother.

Numerous studies were examined in the review of literature for

this thesis. Those which have just been summarized gave the most insight,

and direction ín the exploring the problem posed in this thesis" They

helped to clarify the questïon of how best to attempt to elicît the

adolescent's perception of hfs neíghbourhood, and to record and quantify

the aetivfties which he carries out there. The collection of this infor-

matfon is essential to explore the ínteraction of the adolescent and

his neighbourhood environment, and to acquire data upon which to base
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some assumptions into the relationship between this stage in the life
cycl e and a congruent envi ronrnental response.

Statement of Problem

Throughout thís thesís reference has been made to the interaction

of an indivídual with hís environment" The concept of an índividual not

only being ïn an environment, but also doìng actívities in it, has been

stressed" The focus of this study is specifically on the young adolescent

ín a suburban neighbourhood and his relationship to that environment.

As this thesÍs was an exploratory study of the interaction

between adolescents and their neighbourhood environment, the purposes of

the investigation was not to test hypotheses, but instead, to examine

the fol ì owi ng questfons:

1. How does the adolescent use his neighbourhood?

2" I^Ihat is the early adolescent's percept,f on of his neighbourhood?

Use of the environment can be rneasured by determining (1) where

the adoleseent carries out certain behaviours or aetivíties, (2) when,

or at what stage he uses some places and not others, and (3) how and for

what reasons he uses some pìaces" By determining the answers to these

questions, it may be possible to judge to what extent the neighbourhood

environment coincides wfth the tfming and development of predictable

adolescent needs and drives.

From a planning po'int of view, results from such a study would

not only ïndîcate what ís provided for this age group, but alsoo what

could and should be provided, and what adaptations and re-organizatíon

of behavioural patterns occur as a resuTt of any missing neighbourhood

resources.
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Perception of the neighbourhood environment is tied into use.

As an individual goes through various stages of deveìopment, his

transactions with the environment changes. Ladd is just one wríter who

suggests this. How an individual organizes and selects his exchanges

with the environment outside of the home is important to this study

because this thesis suggests that use influenes perception, and

perception affects use"



CHAPTER III

METHOD

or Inde ndent and De endent Variables
ngan ES ec n ques

For this study the major independent variables were age, grade,

and sex of the subjects in the early adolescent age range of approximately

eleven to fifteen years. Age and grade level were taken to be an indica-

tion of normal developmental level and it was anticipated that increased

developmental level would bring a coneomitant increase in use and change

in perception of the neighbourhood. Sex was selected as a maior variable
1

as a result of previous research by Pocock*and others discussed earlier

who found sex-related differences in their studies. It was anticipated

that kinds of activities carried out by boys and girls would be different

and, therefore, the use and pereeption of the neighbourhood wsuld be

dïfferent according to sex. Socioeconomíc status would have been a

major independent variable based on research díseussed earlier, however,

clear and reliable information could not be obtained as a result, of

concern on the part of school offieials for respondent privacy"

The major dependent varíables were pereeption of the neighbour-

hood environment and use of that envfronment by early adolescents.

Aspect,s of pereeption were measured using a self-initiated

cognit,ive mapping technique" It was expected that the cognitive map

produced by each subiect would elíeit information of the individual's

perception of the content and structure of his neighbourhood. The
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specific aspects that might be derived from this technique included:

Breadth or size of the perceived neighbourhood as measured
by the area represented in the map drawn,

Nature and amount of detail perceived as indicated by the
number of natura'l and man-made elements drawn,

3. Accuracy of perception when compared to an actual cartographic
map of the area, and

4" Organization of spaces and/or routes as indicated by the style
of map produced.

The adolescent's use of the neighbourhood environment was rneasured

by a questionnaire asking closed and open-ended questions. Some of the

questions asked were derived from Chapin and Brail'classification of

three aspects of human behaviorr.2 Closed questions were used where a

response could be measured on a scale or quantified easi'ly. Open-ended

questions were. used to probe for fuller Ínformation or elicit spontaneous

descriptive information. Questions dealt wÌth the following:

1. Type of use - activities carried out in given p'laces, places
chosen for certain activities, preferred and disliked activities
associated with certain places,

2" Frequency of use - intensity with which certain activities were
earried out in given pìaces,

3" Reason for use - why certain activities are carried out in given
pl aces, and

4" Level of interaction - with whom activities are carried out in given
pl aees.

The questionnaire also obtained demographic information on city

and count,ry of birth, dwe'lìing type, availability of transportation,

along with family Iïfe style information.

Based on previous research cited, it was anticipated.that a

combination technique for obtaining information from the respondents

would prove useful. Ladd cited Lynch saying, "There is evidence (Lynch
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which suggests that the content of an individual's graphic and verbal

descriptions of the same area differ. No doubt, each descriptive mode

suppìements the other".3 Spencer, in his synopsis of his work "An

Evaluation of Cognitive Mapping in Neighbourhood Perception", was even

more explicit saying, "Unless supplemented by other techniques, cognitive

mapping does not appear a viable method for pìanners to focus upon

images of the urban environment held by qll sections of the pub1ic".4

Therefore, it was anticipated that the mapping technique wou'ld elicit
information on perception of the given neighbourhood which could not be

elicited through the use of a questÍonnaire. Converse'ly, the question-

naire v',as expected to provide informatïon on specific places which wou'ld

not be evident from the cognitive map" Associations of the informatÍon

derived from both the map and questionnaire !,Jere expected to give a more

detailed data base than could be obtained using one technique on'ly.

This combination of techniques is an important feature of t,his thesis.

An additional component added to the study was that of a second

map administered after completion of the questionnaire. It was anticipated

that this map would provide further ínformation to the first map after

the subiect had foeused his attention on responses relating to the

everyday use of the neighbourhood" Associations between the features

produced in both maps lvere expected to elicit elements not recalled in

the first mapping technique.

The Suburban Community

Description of the Community

Waverley Heights is a suburban community in the southern section
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of !.linnipeg, Manitoba. The community was built in stages from approxi-

mately 1974 to 1980 by three different development companies. It is

bound by the major arteries of Pembina Highway on the East, Llaverley

Street on the West, an extention of Waverley Street known as Bison Drive

on the South, and by the Manitoba Power Corridor on the north (as shown

in Figure ô).

The communïty contains single famÍly homes catering to moderate

to high income families, a mix of duplex and low-rise fami'ly units, some

three to five-story apartment uníts bordering on t,he maior artery of

Pembina HighwqY, some of which aeeommodate lower Íncome famÍlies.

The most predominant feature of the community from a planning

and marketing poínt of view is the provision of four man-made water

retention lakes around which the roads and homes are pìaced. Although

the land bordering each lake is pubìfc property, many of the lakeside

homeowners have fenced their property to the water's edge. Pedestrian

corridors, a bridge, and an underground tunnel are provided at points

where access from one part of the community to another is cut off by one

of the lakes"

The road system, other than the three main arteries on the

perímeter of the development, reflect the placement of the lakes with

one collector street, Chanceì10r, having a feeder bus service looping

around the outer edge of the area. The other main streeto'Markham,

bìsects the loop. These two streets provide the four exit and entrances

for the community's bus and car transportation systems" Chancellon also

becomes a seeondary street in three locations. The tertiary streets

fol'low the lake configuratîons for the most part and often contain cul-de-

sacs or "places". Sidewalks are confined to Chancellor Drive"
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There are three secondary schools in Waverley Heights with

Arthur A. Leach School being the only Junior High Schooì. High School

st,udents attend schools outside of the community in areas both north and

south a'l ong P emb i na H i ghway .

Commercial development occurs on a lÍnear path along Pembina

Highway giving a wide assortment of stores,.hotels, banks, shopping

centers, fast food outlets, and other businesses. A small plaza is

located on the south edge of the community where Markham meets Bison

D ri ve.

The community contains few recreational places other than the

community club and skating rink, and a tennis court. A'large roller

skating rink is located outside the communíty a few kilometers away to

the north. Areas around the lakes are partially ìandscaped with a tot

lot at the edge of President's Lake.

Contained in the community are some features which may be described

as landmarks - a Hydro station, a dogpound, a City of Winnipeg Works and

Operations yard, as well as an auto salvage establishment. Three maior

landmarks are nearby, but not within the boundaries of the area: Victoria

Hospital, the University of Manitoba, and a sugar beet manufacturing

pl ant.

Boundaries, other than roads, occur on the east with the raiìway

track which paralle'ls Pembina Highway, on the north wíth the power

eorridor, and on the south and west with praírie fields.

Reason for Choïce of the CommunítY

Waverley Heights was chosen as the focus of this study for a

number of reasons" Firstly, the area itself was such that the investi-

gator could distinguish the neighbourhood limits by a clearly defined
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set of boundaries. Secondly, the socioeconomic background of the

residents gave a broad range of family lifestlye and income levels as

judged by the dwelling types available. The community contained a

heterogeneous mix of people with clusters of homogeneous sub-groups.

Thirdly, the community contained only one Junior High School accommo-

dating all of the normal early adolescent aged children from the area.

l,lith the generous support of the Fort Garry School Division and the

Arthur A. Leach staff, it was possible t,o draw the research samp'le

from the total popu'lation of this age group. This total population was

expected to give a broader comparison of responses on the neighbourhood

use and perception than work done by Ladd, for example, who focused

onìy on low income black adoìescents. Usfng the school as the center

for testing eliminated potentiaì bías which could have occurred by using

another'location such as the community c'lub where on'ly those adolescents

interested in club activities would congregate. As well, the cooperation

of the school staff allowed testing of a large number of adolescents in

eomparatively short tfme. Lastly, the community was chosen because it
was relatively new at the time of the study; approximately four years

old. Thus, the length of residents of the adolescents being tested was

fairly similar. Few subiects had any differing long-range famÍ1îarity

wÍth the area.

It Ís important to note that this thesis looked at onìy the one

suburban develoment of Waverley Heights and did not attempt to compare

one neighbourhood with another" By purposely limiting the study to one

area, it was felt that the development of the interactive model would

remain the prioríty, and the expìoratory nature of the thesis could be

better controlled.
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Subjects

A potential total of 27L students enrolled at Arthur A. Leach

Junior High School in grades seven, eight, and nine, were sampìed in

their home room classes. l,lith the exception of those student,s away due

to illness or other reasons, all the students present voìuntarily

participated in the study and handed in the research materials. One

student was excused for a medical appointment and did not finish the

questionnaire.

A final total of 131 respondents were obtained from the original

population on the basis of the following three criteria:

1. The student finished the first map, all of the questionnaire
including the last page, except where choosing to supp'ly a "no
response", and some attempt was made at the second map.

The student lived in the area of Waverley Heights defined by Pembina
tlighway, Waver'ley St,reet/Bi son Drive, and the power corridor, as
judged by the area drawn in the first map. (A small number of students
attend the school but reside outside the area defîned as Waverley
Heights. )

The student lived in the community of Waverley Heights for at least
six months accordíng to his response to questions on length of
residence in the area.

All of the 131 students who conformed to the above three criteria

vlere accepted to form the sampìe based on school grade, being the summary

variable. As grade level represents both formal and informal contribu-

tions of t,he educatïon system, it was assumed that a ehild at t'he grade

level considered by the school system normal for h'is age, was an average

child in terms of maturatïon and experience"

0f the 131" subiects, there were 44 grade seven students, 54

grade eight students, and 33 grade níne students who met the sample

crÍteria. There were 69 boys and 62 girls who ranged in age from 11 to

16 (mean age: 13"1 years).

2

3
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The subiect,s represented all of the 13 home room classes in

grades seven to nine. Table 7 indicates the number of sample students

obtained from each home room according to grades (Note: The school

randomly allocates students to classrooms and does not base allocation

of level of educational achievement") As can be seen in Table 8, there

is considerable variation in the number of valid cases derived frotn each

home room, however, the total numbers per grade are relatively comparable.

It is assumed that the low incidence of cases obtained from home rooms

wÍth teacher #3 and #12 !'ras a result of any or a combination of: the

testing conditions, amount of supervision given by the teacher and/or

general teacher effect, and the level of authority exercísed by the

t,estors, and was not due to any intellectual or developmental differences

in the classroom of the subjects. Although four of the classrooms v^Jere

"closed", the effect of the classroom situation itself was minimized by

applyíng identical testing circumstances and the behaviours of testors

were the same irrespective of physical layout.

Although questions regarding socioeconomic status of the students

were not included in the questionnaire portion of the research inst'rument

at the request of school officials, some additional descriptive responses

were obtaîned regarding country of origin and city of birth, language

spoken in the home, and famï1y size" As can be seen in Table B, t'he

country of birth was primarily Canada (,72.5%), followed by Great Britain

(8"4%l; and city of birth was l^linnipeg ß8.2%), followed by another city

in Canada Q5"9%). The predominant language spoken in the home was
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Table 7

TOTAL NUMBER OF ADOLESCENTS BY GRADE AND CLASS AND

TOTAL NUMBER OF VALID CASES OBTAINED FROM EACH

Home Room
Teaehers

Number of Adolescents
in Class

Number of Valid
Cases Obtaíned

Grade 7

one
two
three
four
fíve

27
22
19
L4
T4:
96

1B
L2

2

6
6

T'OTAI TOTAL 44

Gradd I
six
seven
eight
nÍne

24
24
24
23

95

l3
r6
L4
11

TOTAL -3î-
TOTA],

Grade 9
een
eleven
trwelve
thirËeen

r0
8
4

11-

x

22
20
18
20

BOTOTAL TOTAI,

TOTAL 277 131
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TABLE 8

DESCRIPTIVE DATA ON STUDENT SUBJECTS

Frequency ot
lo

A. Language spoken i n home

Engl i sh
French
Ukranian
Iloxano, Philipine
No answer

87 .8
0.8
6.1
0.8
4.6

115
1

8
I
6

131 100"1

B. Country of bi rth

u . s.A.
Ca rri bean
P hí1 1 ipines
Great Britain
Europe
0ther
No answer

7 2.5
3.1
1.5
0.8
8"4
3.8
6.1
3.8

95
4
2
1

11
5
I
5

Canada

131 100.0

C. City of birth

Wi nni peg
City in Manitoba
Town or Rural Area in Manitoba
City in Canada
City in U"S"A"
City outside Canada and U"S.A.
Personal, eross out
No answer

50
5
5

34

38.2
3.8
3.8

25.9
3.1

20.6
1.5
3.1

4
27

2
4

131 100.0
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Table I - Continued

Frequency ol
IO

D. Type of dwellíng unit

Single famiìy dwelìing
Dupl ex
Trip'lex or Row House
Apartment
No answer

91
18

131

11
9
2

69.5
L3.7
8.4
6.9
1.5

100.0

E. Vehicle ownership

Yes
No
No answer

L25
5

1

95.4
3.8
0.8

13i 100.0

F. Number of vehicles in family

None
0ne
Two
Three
Four
Fi ve

5

57
55

9
4
I

3.8
43 .5
41 .9
6.9
3.1
0.8

131 100.0
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Eng'lish (87.8%). The number of people in the household other than the

respondent indicate fami'ly size of three ß6.6%) and four (22.9%), which

would be charateristic of the Canadian norm

Range of income, number of persons employed in the househo'ld,

and other indicators of economíc status lvere similarìy deleted from the

questionnaire, however, dwelling type and vehicle ownership could indieate

a pattern characteristic of rnany relatively new suburban neighbourhoods

ín Canada. The type of dwell'ing unit was determined by styìized drawings

of the forms known to exist in the neighbourhood and was checked off by

the student; (69 .5%) i ndí cated the si ng1 e-f ami]y drawi ng; n3 "7%\ i ndi -

eated the duplex drawing" In response to the question of vehicle ob,ner-

ship, (95.4%) indicated that their family owned a vehícle, while (43"5%)

and (4L"9"/"1 indicated ownership of one and two vehÍc1es, respectively.

The total responses of those indicating ownenship of three or more

vehicles may be due to some of the vehicles not being in service. Taken

together, these responses suggest a typical Canadian suburban neighbour-

hood of predominantly single-family dwellíngs and one or two-car families"

I nstruments

Three instruments were combined to form a package given to each

student: (a) a blank sheet of 8 L/2 x 11" white paper and lead pencil

with eraser for drawing a self-initiated recalled neighbourhood map,

(b) a questionnaire containing open-ended and closed questions, and

(c) a second blank sheet of paper for a second map. Face sheets of

instructions were combined with eaLfr of the three instruments, stap'led

together, and the questionnaÍre itself was fastened with an adhesive

label to prevent the student form reading the questions prior to drawing
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the first map. No identification of names were placed on any of the

irrstruments, however, each package was coded with a number throughout

such t,hat each instrument in the package could later be compared for

associ ati ons.

Map #1. Decisions regarding the síze and nature of the materials

given to each student to be used for Map #1 were made on the basis of

research cited previously and especially influenced by Ladd and Pocock.

It was expected that a blank sheet of paper would most accurate'ly produce

the recal'led perception of each subiect's "neighbourhood" as was used by

Pocock5 in f,is "invitation to map" technique while minimizing the intrusion

of the researcher. The size of I L/2 x 11' paper !,Jas an arbitrary

decision to conform to the size of the questionnaire, but as this síze

Ìs a commoR one used for regular school assignments, ít was assumed that

it would produce a uniform reduction in scale for all students. A lead

pencil with eraser was chosen for the drawing tool to provide uniformity

and students were encouraged not to use pens and rul ers so as to produce

a more spontaneous drawing"

Instructions for Map #1 were refined on the basis of two pretests.

In both instances, the term "neighbourhood" or "community" generated

drawings that, the respondents later felt were indicators of their recalled

neighbourhoods as they perceived them. ([g!q: Similarìy, tadd6 had no

tnouble with the term "neíghbourhood" in her study with adolescents.)

As a result, this eombination of terms was used in the final testing.

The instruction for drawing of a mapu'njust as you would describe it to

a new friend moving'into your area", is a variation of the instructions
1

gÍven by Lynch'in his Boston study and avoids the term "stranger"

which he used and for which he has been criticized by other researchers.
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Unlike other studies by MichelsonS and Lynch? the subjects were onìy

given a slight suggestion as to the content desired ín the map, ".

places you go, your school, your home, etc. " and were not required

to locate any points of reference. It was expected that by leaving the

instructions vague the instructional set would be as free of bias as

possible.

Unlike Pocock's instructional set, the students were advised to

not concern thernselves with their drawing skills and the assistants were

told to underline this point in order to encourage any form of map drawing

the student wished to produce.

Pretests indicated the time limit of ten minutes to be adequate

to perform the mapping task giving a reasonal amount of information,

while also producing a spontaneous result. Each map was collected as

soon as the subject finished or at the end of ten minutes such that

there was no opportunity to correct or change any details after having

seen the questionnaire.

"Questi onnai re. The questionnaire consisted completely of written

questions designed to elicit biographical information, data on Índependent

and dependent variables as shown in Appendíx A.

The questionnaire was developed by the investigator drawing

liberally from the work of other researchers with special advice obtained

from Martha Friendly and Fred Hf1110 of "The Child in the CÍty Program",

ïoronto" Numerous revisions were made during two pretests for focus and

clarity of questions with specific regard to time, economy of wording,

and applicability of coding. Questions asked were both of an open-ended

and closed nature in the following broad categories:
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1. Activities: Nature and frequency of everyday activities; preference
and aspi rat ions toward certain activities and places;

2. Locations: where activities were carried out and the reasons why
those locations were used;

3. Interactions: others with whom the subject performed certain
acti vi ti es ;

Specific activitÍes and mode of transportation;

Demographic data and personal history;

Neighbourhood charateristics: 'l ikes, disl ikes, fear of using certain
p'l aces; and

7. Familiarity: length of time in neighbourhood and former residence.

Instructions for the questionnaire indicated a time period of

twenty minutes for completion which had proven reasonable in pretests.

The questíonnaire was collected as the subject finished or at the end of

the time period. The phrase "any and a'l'l answers will be helpful " was

included to encourage the subiect to answer all questíons and prevent him

from anticipating a desired response.

Map #2. Materials given to produce Map #2 were identical with

those of Map #1. The time period of ten mínutes to complete the task was

al so the same"

Prfnted instructions advised the subiects to draw another map

"now that you have had time to think about what you do, places you go,

and don't go"" The instructional set was chosen to focus the subject's

attention on the activities which he had given responses about in the use

questionnaìre" No indication was given to suggest the second map should

be like or dÍslike Map #1. Assistants r'rere briefed to encourage subjects

to fÍnish the second map as it was antícipated that there might be some

reluctance on the part of the subject to dupìicate the task"
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P retests

The first of the informal pretests was carríed out on six

volunteer girls,ages 12 to 13, in a residential setting. This contri-

buted to a major revision in content. At that tÍme, the pretest subiects

were being asked to draw a first map, compìete a retrospective diary

sheet based on previous day's activÍties adapted from Chapin,ll

fill in open-ended preference and bÍographical questions, and complete a

second map. A decision based on the responses obtained and the time

taken to carry out these procedures was made to drop the retrospective

diary technique in favour of a more focused activity questionnaire.

Additionally, numerous techniques were noted to speed handling of

materí al s.

An additional pretest was carried out on eleven university girìs

enrolled in a Research Methods course during a fifty-minute class using

revised format and content from the first pretest. Suggestions as to

timing, clarity of working, and handling methods of mat,erials were

obtaíned. The suggestion to draw the type of subiect's home was adopted

in favour of written descriptions as a result of this pretest. A number

of open-ended questions !{ere re-phrased to focus on the qne most common

or desired characteristÌe asked about in the question to provide for

ease of coding. A semantic different,ial scale describing neighbourhood

characterístÍcs was replaced by some open-ended questions on neighbour-

hood likes and dislikes. The Blishen Occupational Scale was not used

due to time constraÍnts and al1 questions associated wÍth occupatíon or

economic data were deleted after this pretest at the request, of school

offici al s "
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P rocedure

Administering the Instruments

The combined instruments were administered to all the students

in grades seven, eight, and nine, at Aurthur A. Leach School on Thursday,

March 15,1979. The date was chosen in consultation wit,h the school

prineipal and'vice-principal to provide the best conditions that were

possible for serious attention by the students to the task -- after the

week of the school science fair, before spring break, and before a

change in weather and season" The time chosen for testing b,as from 3:05

to 3:50 p.m" when the schedule permitted all the classes to be tested

simultaneously in a double class period and was one in which the students

would not have to miss popular options. It was anticipated that the

last class period before school ending would be interpreted by the

students as a bonus by "getting out of" less popular classes and would

promote a positive attitude for testing.

In preparation for the testing, the principal and vice-principaì

briefed the teaehers on the nature of the study, their role as super-

vfsors, and the conditions under which the study would be carried out.

Additionally, ð letter was sent to all the parents of the students,

informing them of the forthcoming research, but not the content of the

research, and makfng clear to t,hem that participation in it was

vol untary.

Thirteen volunteer graduate students and associates conducted

the testing to the thirteen home room classes; nine classes in the open

area of the school, four classes in the closed area. The assistants

were briefed prior to the actual testing period on their role and function
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with the classes, ant,fcipated questions and suggested responses to the

students and timing considerations. Appendix contains a list of

printed instructions to the assistants used in the briefing session.

Classroom teachers !{ere previously instructed to remain in view of their

class, but not, to particípate in the testing. Assistants were told to

encourage students to finish their tasks, but were instructed to'let any

subject drop out of the testing if desíred. With the exception of one

student who left for a medical appointment, all the students finished

their tasks to varying degrees.

Immediately fo1ìowing the end of the testing period, each

assistant collected all materials used by the students with the exception

of t,he pencils whîch were left with them. Care was taken to prevent any

of the students from dÍscarding any materials.

Coding of Maps and Questionnaires

Once the inst,ruments had been collected, the three sets were re-

assembled by matching the student code numbers" Instruction sheets were

discarded, and each set was reviewed for ïnclusion using the criteria of

length of residence, location, and completion of instruments.

For Map #1, where it was unclear if the drawing represented

residence withÌn the boundaries of Waverley Heights, residence question

#38 of the questfonnaire was used to support or deny inclusion in the

study. Based on the known age of the community, a length of residence

response of no'less than six months and no more than four and one-half

years was taken as an acceptable response.

Completion of the questionnaire was judged on responses to most

questions on most pages.
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A'long with Map #1, answers on the'last page of the questíonnaire

and some attempt at Map #2 were accepted as criteria for a completed set

of instruments. This process produced sets of data from a total of 131

s tudents.

Content Analysis of the QuestÍonnaires

All of the questionnaires from the sample were analysed, taking

each question and listing the range of responses received. Close-ended

questions had been pre-determined to produce a limited range of

responses, i.Ê", questions regarding frequency or activities allowed for

response of (a) no response, (b) always or regularly, (c) sometimes, or

( d) never

Responses for open-ended questions were grouped into similar

categories of answers. As each of these types of questions asked for

ONE response, the first response listed irrespective of the number of

other responses given, was coded. By grouping simi'lar responses, i.ê.,
lístening to the radio, listening to the stereo, it was possible t,o

reproduce master codes for each type of question. Out of questions

concerning activities engaged in by the subjects, for exampìe, a master

activity code of 00 - 22 responses was derived from the 131 students.

See Appendix C for variable responses and coding of questionnaires.

Additional Labelling and Categorízation
of Questionnaire Responseq

In antÍcipatíon of the data analysis, a decision to group

variables into broad categories which could be subdivided and re-grouped

for various forms of analysis was made. Accordingly, the folìowing

groupings of information were obtained:
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A " Ki nds of i nformat,i on:

Activity or kind of behaviour,
Frequency or intensity of activity or behaviour,
Reason for activity or behaviour,
Location or place where activity or behaviour occurs,
Level of ínteraction or persons with whom the activity or
behaviour is carried out,
Subject identification and lifestyle information,
Factual information -- yes/no,
Transportation mode, and
Specific responses to particu'lar question (i.e., neighbourhood
I ikes) .

B . Behavi oural i nformati on:

In addition to the previous'ly mentioned kinds of information,

activity and location information was grouped in another way. 0f t,he

range of 22 activities mentioned by the subiects, each activity was

judged to be an obligatory or discretionary behavour which took place ín

the home or in out-of-the-home settings. Ob'ligatory activites were

those which the student was bound or responsl'ble to do. Discretionary

activities were those which the student chose to do at any particu'lar

time. As a result, all activities also fit under four behavioural

c ategori es:

1. In-home discretionary (i.e., watching T.V.),
2. In-home obl igatory ( i.e. , doing chores) ,
3" 0ut-of-home dscretionary ( i.e., bicycìe riding), and
4. 0ut-of-home obligatory (i.e., deliverìng papers)"

Place informatÍon:

Places mentíoned wf thin a range of 18 locations !'rere grouped

by a similar method as the behavioural categories. Home responses

included activities whieh also took place în the yard. Out-of-home

pìaces did not include the respondent's yard, but did include the street

or "p1ace" (name of cul-de-sac) " Plaee information fell into three

categori es:

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

B

9

L
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1. In-home,
2. Out-of-Ëome discretionary p1 aces ( i.e. , community club), and
3. Out-of-home obl igatory pl aces ( i "e. , school duri ng hours) .

A further grouping of responses d'ivided spaces in which

behaviours or activitÍes occurred or cou]d occur into three further

categories: behaviour spaee, knowledge space, and aspirational space.

However, these three space categories proved to be difficult to clearìy

differentiat,e, as many responses fel1 into more than one category. As a

result, further ana'lysis of this method of grouping information was

del eted.

The various grouping. of categories of information and the coding

of responses were checked three times for accuracy: by the investigator,

the research assistant, and the computer programmer" Discrepancies were

resolved by concensus among the three people.

Content Ana'lysis of the Maps

Ëach one of the student's maps was coded separately. The first
and second maps were examined several weeks apart and anaìysed for

(a) the type of map drawn using the Appleyard typology, (b) locational

informat,ion judged on area, distance in blocks, and orientation of the

drawing, (c) attributive information using tadd's classìfications, and

(d) features of the environment using broad categories of Lynch aìong

with other features" See Appendix for response variables and coding of

the maps.

The analysis of map charaeterístïcs using the Appìeyard typology

was done by each student in the "Research Methods" course used previousìy

for a pretest of t,he instruments. A concensus of agreement on type and

sty'le of each map rvas reached and used to support the coding decisions of
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the three other research assistants.

The coding of aì1 the other map variables was checked by the

investigator and the research assistant.

The Data Anaìysis Plan

Questionnaire - descriptive review" As this study was exp'loratory

in nature, various levels of data analysis were used. The data from the

questionnaire was reviewed first to give basic descriptive information on

t,he 131 respondents. Frequency distributions, chi squares, means and

standard deviations were obtained for the following data:

I " Demographic material

Age,
Sex,
Grade,
City and country of birth,
Language spoken at home,
Number of people at home, and
Length of residence i n cornmuni ty.

2" Socioeconomic material

Type of dwelling unit, and
Number of vehicles owned"

3 . Addi t,i onal materi al

a) Parental supervi sion,
b) Jobs and allowance,
c) Mode of travel, and
d) Neighbourhood likes and dislikes.

Questionnaire - activity/behaviour score. Measures for the

major dependent variable in thís study, namely, the use of the environment

by adolescents, were derived from the range of different activities over

all of the respondents" Each respondent received a behavioural score

obtaÍned by counting across a1l the different activity items rnentioned

in his questionnaire relative to the total number of different activities

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
s)

a)
b)
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rnentioned by a1ì of the 131 subjects. Repetition of an activity or

behaviour was not counted. This behavioural score was used to examine

differences of age, grade and sex of students in the varíous activities.

The range cou'ld also be subdivided into out-of-home and in-home discre-

tÍonary and obligatory activities and the frequency of those activities.

Questionnaire - place score. Critical to the study of the use

of the environment Ís the location or place at which adolescents carry

out their activities. Employing the same method as was used to derive

the "behavioural score", it was possible to calculate a "place score."

The total number,of different places mentioned by each subject was

calculated out of the total possible range. Further breakdowns of

place information could be done in the same lvay as the activity/behaviour

ana'lysi s.

Map #1 - descriptive review. The basic features drawn on each

of t,he 131 respondents' maps were counted, grouped, and coded, based on

the categories which had been derived from the content analysis of the

maps. The map feat,ures were coded wíthin the following broad categories:

1 " Map characteri stics

a) Ki nd of map usi ng Appl eyard' s typo'logy,
b) tocatîonal information, and
c) At,tributive information"

2" Major elements drawn or mentioned

Vehicul arlpedestri an networks,
House f,orms,
School s,
Community club,
Commercial establishments, and
Recreational pl aces.

Major landmarks drawn or mentioned

Major boundaries other than roads drawn or mentioned

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

3

4
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5. Major 'landscape elements drawn or mentioned

a) Hard landscape elements, and
b) Soft landscape elements

6. Addi tional symbol s drawn.

Map #1 - style anqlys'þ. l^lhen the content analysis of the maps

was done, a problem occurred in using the Appìeyard typoìogy. The Research

Methods class student,s as well as the three research assistants were

able to reach concensus on the broad style of map drawìng; sequentia'l or

spatial , but further definition into the eight substy'les used by App'leyard

could not be done. The types of maps drawn were, however, judged on

their degree of "development"" While the actual typing of a map into

eight clear sub-categories was not possible, all the researchers felt

the maps could be judged on a rough continuun. This ranged from a

rather simpl i stic drawi ng I acki ng detai I , simi I ar to App'l eyard' s frag-

mented and scattered styles, to more developed drawings, similar to the

network and patterned styl es.

Map #1 - detail and Blace analyses" tach map was analysed using

the additíonal categories of information for two broad measurements,

detail and activity places" The amount of detail of a map was calculated

by adding all of the elements, landmarks, boundaries and landscape

elements drawn or mentioned.

From the details drawn or mentioned, all categories that could be

associated with an actÌvîty place were ca'lculated" An activity pÏace

was determined to be a place where activitÍes could be carried out (i.e.

a p"hysical place that a respondent could use) .

Map #1 - additional analvsis. Analysis of the style of map,

amount of map detail and the number of actïvity places of each map was
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carried out using the independent variables of age, sex, and grade of

each of the respondents.

Ma #2 - descri tive review . An attempt to analyse the second

map in the same manner as Map #1 proved to be impossib'le. The number of

respondents who made a serious effort to produce a second map were few.

Although some attempt to do the second mapping task was crÍteria for

inclusion Ín t,he study, the maps which were produced did not generate

enough data to be analysed. A decision to delete further analysis of

the second maps was taken.

S_ummary

Due to the exploratory nature of this study, it was necessary to

prepare the data in such a vray as to allow it to be analysed in a variety

of methods and groupings. Data obtained from the questionnaire was used

to provÍde the basís of information on use of the community by the

adolescents. The map data was the basis of ínformation on the adoles-

cents' pereeption of their community. Assocations of the questíonnaire

and map data were expected to provide the link between use and perception.

By analysing the data from the combination of techniques it was hoped

that t,he two basic questions of this study could be better expìored.
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RESULTS

The results of this thesis are presented in four parts:

(a) questionnaire giving adolescents' use of t,heir neighbourhood,

(b) map givíng adolescents' perception of their neighbourhood,

(c) associations of questionnaire and map, and

(d) additional descriptive results.

a uestionnaire on Use of Neiqhbourhood

Behaviours or Activities

0n the assumption that the number of different types of activities

ïn which an adolescent engages can provide an index of the diversity of

the indívidual's activìties or behaviours, a behavioural score could be

derived from questionnaire responses for each respondent" The total

number of different aetivities across all respondents was 21", of which 6

were out-of-home discretionary, 2 were out-of-home obligatory, 11 were

in-home discretionôry, and 2 were in-home obligatory. The means and

standard deviations for each of these behavíoural scores are shown in

Table 9.

TABLE 9

BEHAVIOURAT SCORES FOR OUT-OF-HOME AND ÏN-HOME
DISCRETIONARY AND OBLIGATORY ACTTVITIES

Kind of Activity/Behaviour Mean S.D .

Out*of-home di scretionary aetivi ties
0ut-of-home obligatory activïties
In-home discretionary activi ties
In-home obligatory activities

2 "18

0 "72
2 "LL

0.10

1 .15

0 .50

0 "56

0"30

N=13L
83
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The specific types of activities that contributed to each of

these behavioural subscores are listed in Table 10. Because the distri-

bution of responses were highly scattered, the higher percentages of

responses in the four behavioural categories are noted and the remaíning

categories are listed together. It is of note that the diversity of

activity is discretionary with the greater variation ín the out-of-home

category.

Tabl e 10

QUESTIONNAIRE RESP0NSES F0R 0UT-0F-HOME AND IN-H0ME
DISCRETIONARY AND OBLIGATORY ACTIVITIES

Kind of Activity/Behaviour 7" of Responses

0ut-of-home di scretí onary

Play outdoor sports

Shop, go to entertainment

Play at school or lessons

Group activities
0ther

0ut-of-home obl i gatory

Go to work

Go to I essons or school

In-home discretionary
Watch T.V.

Play in-house sports, music, hobbies

Eat

P arty
tisten to radio, stereo " "

0ther

i n-home obl igatory
Homework

Househol d chores

35.4%

35.1%

14.7%

L2.3%

2.5%

96.8%

3 "2%

47 "5%

40.2%

2 "9%

2.5%

2.2%

4 "7%

53.8%

46.2%
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Using the behavioural scores of each of the respondents, the

means and standard deviations for discretionary and obligatory activities

for grades and sex of students are shown in Table lL

Table 11

MTAN BEHAVIOURAL SCORES FOR OUT.OF-HOME AND IN-HOME, DISCRETIONARY AND

OBLIGATORY ACTIVITTES ACCORDING TO GRADE AND SEX OF STUDENT

Vari abl e Di scretionary Activity 0b1 igatory Activity

Student Grade N Mean S.D Mean S.D

0ut-of-home

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

44

54

33

2"636

2"092

I .696

0 "942

1. 185

1.131

0.681

0.722

0 "757

0.518

0 "452

0 .435

I n-home

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

44 2"LL3

2.07 4

2.LïL

0.442

0.639

0.565

0.159

0 .074

0.060

0 .369

0 "264

0 "242

54

33

Student Sex

0ut-of-home

Mal e

Femal e

69

62

2.0L4

2.354

1.077

L.202

0"652

0.790

0 .509

0"410

I n-home

Mal e

Femal e

69

62

2. 130

2.080

0.539

0"168

0 .028

0 "L77

0 .581

0.38s

N=131

Because the behavioural subscores for obligatory and discre-

tionary activities are not equivalent and because the scores are not
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normal'ly dístrÍbuted, these behavioural scores were transformed to 7-

scores for statistical analysis. Ana'lysis of variance of the Z-scores

for age, type of activity (discretionary, obligatory), and location (in-

home, out-of-home) indicated no differences in level of diversity of

activities between ages and sex. There were also no differences in

location nor type of activity" However, the interaction of 'locatìon,

type of activity, and age is highly significant, F = 5.68, df = 3,L27,

p < "001 (see Figure 7).

Figure 7 shows a sharp decrease in out-of-home discretionary

activities between the twelve-year-olds and the fifteen-year-o'lds. At

the same time there is an increase in the in-home discretionary activities

between the fourteen and fifteen-year-olds. A possíb1e explanation for

this may be that the younger adolescents engage in more out-of-home

"play". Conversely, the in-home ob'ligatory activities decrease between

the fourteen and fifteen-year-olds while the out-of-home obligatory

activíties peak for the fourteen-year-olds and drop slightly for t,he

fifteen-year-olds. It may be that as adolescents grow older, their out-

of-home ob'lígatory responsibilities such as chores or work replace those

spent in the home.

An analysis of variance of Z-scores involving grade, location

( i n-home, out-of-home ) , and type of activi ty ( ¿'¡ sereti onary , obl i gatory )

indicated similar results with only the interaction of grade, location,

and type as significant, F = 5.01, ql = 2,L28, P ( .008 (see Figure 8).

Places or Locations

The place or locations of activities produced a place score

similar to that of the behavioural score. Considering only out-of-home
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places, the pìace score gave a range of 17 different, places mentioned

for specific activities, 15 of which were discretionary places and 2

ob]igatory pìaces. The means and standard deviatíons for each of these

place scores are shown in Table L2.

TABLE 12

PLACE SCORES FOR OUT-OF.HOME DISCRETIONARY
AND OBLIGATORY PLACES

Kind of Activity P'lace Mean S.D.

Out-of-home di screti onary p'l aces

0ut-of-home obl igatory places

3.44

0 .15

1 .43

0"35

N = 131"

The specific kinds of places that contributed to each of

thep'lace subscores are listed in Table 13. Again, because the distri-
bution of responses were highly scattered, especially among the discre-

tionary places, the higher percentages of responses are noted and the

remaining categoríes are listed together. The out-of-home category

shows a wide diversity of p'laces in and out of the neighbourhood of

Waverl ey Heights.

Using the place scores of each of t,he respondents, the means

and standard deviations for out-of-home discretionary and obligatory

places according to student age, and the out-of-home places and in-home

as an activity place according to student grade and sex are shown in

Table L4.
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TABLE 13

QUESTTONNATRE RESPONSES FoR OUT-oF-H0ME
DISCRETIONARY AND OBLIGATORY PLACES

Kind of Activity P'lace % of Responses

0ut-of-home discretionary pl ace

Downtown, movíes, shopping center

Community club

Facil ities outside community

Outside of home including yard

Friends' homes 
.

School, gym, p1 ayground

Adam's Variety Store

Saints Roller Rink

0ther

0ut-of-home obl igatory pl ace

Work

School

22.0%

t2.2%

L0.9"/"

8.7%

8.7"/,

8.z',/"

7 .8%

5 "6%

L5.9"/"

89.5%

L0.5%

In a manner similar to the behavÌoural scores, _place scores

were transformed to Z-scores for statístical analysïs. 0f the ana'lyses

of Z-scores for place, only t,he age and type of place (out-of-home

discretionary or obligatory) interactíon was significant, F = 3.36,

= 3,L27, p < "02 (see Figure 9 ).

Figure 9 shows a sharp decrease with age in out-of-home

discretionary activities previously discussed" The out-of-home obliga-

tory pìaces portray a sìmílar pattern as those shown in the behavioural

scores with a peak in the number of places mentioned by fourteen-year-olds,

followed by a decrease for the fifteen-year-olds"
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TABLE T4

MEAN PLACE SCORES FOR IN-HOME AND OUT-OF-HOMI DISCRETIONARY AND
OBLIGATORY PLACES ACCORDING TO AGE, GRADE AND SEX OF STUDENT

Vari abl e

a) Student Age N

Discretionary Place 0bìigatory Place

Mean S "0. Mean S.D .

0ut-of-home

LI-LZ years

L3 years

14 years

15-16 years

31

44

39

L7 24

4.2

3.4

3.2

2.8

"17

"45
.48

1

1

1

1

0.9

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.30

0.37

0.38

0.33

b) Student Grade

0ut-of-home

Grade 7

Grade I
Grade 9

44

54

33

0.7

0.7

0.8

2"6

z"L

L"7

0.94

1.19

1. 13

0 "52

0.45

0.44

I n-home

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

44

54

33

2.1

2"L

2"2

0"44

0.64

0.57

0.2

0"1

0.1

0.37

0.26

0.24

c ) Student Sex

0ut-of-home

Mal e

Femal e

3.3

3.5

L "37
1.50

69

62

0.2

0.1

0.40

0"27

Mal e

Femal e

69 2"L 0.54 0"0 0.17

0.39

N=131

62 z"L 0.58 0"2
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Ma on Adolescents' Perce ti on
o e e our oor

Descri ptive Characteri stics

As was discussed in the data analysis p'lan, Map #1 of each student

was reviewed by the Research Methods class and the three research assist-

ants for concensus on the type and sub-styì e of map.

The major research assistant and the investigator attempted to

determine the N, S, E, W distance illustrated on each map and the predomi-

nant orientation from which the map was drawn. It proved to be impossib'le

to est,imate distance" even measured in street blocks and corners, for

many of the students, because of the lack of ínformatÍon given on the

maps. Determíning the predominant oríentation of many of the maps was

sÍmilarly diffícult. t,lithout a specific set of Ínstructions given to

the students to p'lace a north arrow and indicate the number of blocks

drawn, a self-initiated map did not spontaneously produce this information.

The student maps did, however, generate neutral descriptions or

comments and drawings. Neutral descriptions or comments such as "lake",

"my house", oF "big field" occurred in 95.9% of the students' maps.

Drawings of abstract symbo'ls such as arrows were found on 84"6% of ihe

maps, and combinations of drawings such as stick figures or birds were

found on 14 "6% of the maps.

Type and style of maps. As previously discussed, there was

generaì concensus on the type of map drawn according to the two broad

sequential or spatial categoríes defined by Appleyard. Sequential maps

were iudged to be ones that were path-oriented and based on roads.

Spatial maps rvere iudged to be ones that were space-oriented and based

on drawings of 'landmarks, districts and node elements.
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It is important to note that although there were L3l. students

who were used for this study, there were only 123 students who drew

their Map #1 in such a way that it could be categorized. As a result,

the coding of the map instrument was carried out on a total of 123

maps and the associations between the Map #1's and the questÍonnaires

were adjusted accordingly. Table L5 shows the frequencies and percentages

for the two major map types.

TABLE 15

SEQUENTIAL AND 9ATIAL MAP TYPES

Map Type Frequency ot
/o

SequentÍ al

Spati al

104

19

84.6

15"4

Total L23 100"0

Table 16 shows the absolute frequencies and the percentages of

the sub-styles of maps. As previously discussed, the sub-styles were

judged roughly on a contÍnuum from the most primitive maps fn both

types to the most devel oped"

TABLE 16

STYLES OF MAPS ltllTHIN SEQUENTIAL
AND SPATIAL MAP TYPES

Sequential Type Spatial Type

Frequency o/o Frequency %

Fragmented

Chai n

Branch & 1 oop

Network

16

35

46

6

13. 1

28 "7

37 "7

4.9

1B 14. B

0

0.8

0

Scattered

Mosaf c

Li nk

P atterned

0

I

0

N=123
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Sty'le of maps. CrosstabulatÍons were done on t,he s tyì es of

maps drawn and the independent, variables of age, grade and sex of students.

The styles were combined by their level of development, taking fragmented

and scattered together, chain a'lone, branch and 1oop, and linked together,

and network alone. Chi-square anaìyses indicated significance for grade

xZ = L6.14, df = 8, p < .04, and for sex x2 = 10.55, df = 4, 
-p. 

< .03.

figu.. l,lo. fO, *tich i1Iustrates the styìe of maps drawn according

to student grade, shows an interesting result. When the two more deve-

'loped styles of branch and loop/linked and network are combined, the

tota'f per.centages are 54.8/" for grade 7's,32.7% for grade 8's and 44.8"/"

for grade 9's. Why the younger grade 7 students show more developed map

styìes fs not known. A possible explanation may be that school work at

the lower grade level deals with cartographic maps more than work at the

higher grade level. As weì'1, it has already been shown that the younger

adolescents carry out more out-of-home discretionary activities and

mention more different activity places in their questionnaire responses.

This contact with places outside of the home may also contrÍbute to
'level of map styles produced by the grade 7's.

Figure No. 11 illustrates map styles according to sex. The

female students tended to draw more primitive sty'les with a combined

total of 29"3% of their maps fa'lling in the two more developed categories.

The male students reversed this result with a combined total of 55.4"/" of

theír maps in the two more developed categoríes. This appears to support

Appìeyard's findings that sex was a variable in mapping abflfty. However,

because age and cultural differences between the subiects Ín Appleyard's

study and those in this study, ôñy specifÍc comparisons cannot be made.

Detai'l of maps. The urorù of detail drawn on each of the
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student's Map #L was taken to be an indication of the breadth or scope

of his perceived neighbourhood. It is important to remember that the

students were given the mapping task fírst, before the use questionnaire,

and were gÍven a limited t,ime of ten minutes to produce their "map".

The research question beíng tested was essentially how much does each

adolescent student, see or perceive of what there is to see, and how much

of that information will be spontaneously regenerated in the mapping

task. Some students drew roads, buildings and even mailboxes, while

other students drew very few features in their environment, which could

be counted as detail.

The amount of detail of each map was measured according to the

style of level of development of map and then examined using the indepen-

dent variables of age, grade and sex.

The amount of det,ail of each map v,,as measured according to the

sty'le of the map" As discussed earlier, maps with greater detail, for

example, ones with more clearìy-defined roads or landmarks, were also

judged to be the more developed styles" Chi-square analysis on the

amsunt of detail of student maps and their sty'les proved to be sÍgnificant

with x2 = 37.25, 4! = !2, p < "002.

A summary of the chi-squares obtained from ana'lyses of detail

and style of maps relative to age, grade, and sex of students is presented

in Table 17. The most signifieant results are shown for the l3-year-old

students and the grade B's" As the styìe of map is, in part, determined

by the amount of fnformation drawn (i.e. the amount of detail), it has

already been shown that the younger students did draw the more developed

styles of maps"
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TABLE 17

MAP DETAIL AND STYLE BY AGE,
GRADE, AND SEX OF STUDENTS

Vari abl e Measures

Student Age N Signif. Chi sq. DF

Il - LZ years

13 years

14 years

15 - 16 years

31

44

39

L7

NS

0 .003

NS

NS

24.4t 9

Student Grade

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

44

54

33

NS

0 "001

0"037

29.50

L7 .84

9

9

Student Sex

Mal e

Femal e

69

62

0 .024

0.039

23.46

17.68

L2

9

The students'maps were also examined for: the amount, of detail

and the number of di fferent activi ty pl aces. Activi ty pl aces !'rere I oca-

tions drawn or mentioned on the maps where discretionary or obligatory

activities could be carried out. Chi-square analysis Índicated map

detail and activity places significant with x2 = 28.47, df = 6, P < .001.
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Table 18 shows the summary of map detaij and actÍvity p'laces

measured by the independent variables. The most significant result is

shown for male students. Because activity places form part of the

amount of detail counted, this resu'lt is not suprisÌng due to the fact

t,hat males tended to draw more detailed maps in general.

TABLE 18

MAP DTTAIL AND ACTIVITY PLACES BY AGE,
GRADE AND SEX OF STUDENTS

Vari abl e Measures

Student Age N Signíf. Chí sq. DF

LL - LZ years

13 years

L4 years

i5 - 16 years

31

44

39

L7

NS

NS

0.022

NS

L4.7 5 6

Student Grade

Grade 7

Grade I
Grade 9

44

54

33

NS

0.029

0.017

14.03

15. 38

6

6

Student Sex

Mal e

Femal e

69

62

0"001

0.022

20"90

L4"76

6

6

Activity places of maps" Although activity p1 aces were measured

in the detaíl analysis, they were also analysed according to map sty'les

and the independent variables. Results of activity places and style
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did not prove significant,, however,the one variable of student age did

prove to be significant for lS-year-olds with x2 = 14.14, df = 6,

p < .03.

Associations of Questionnaires and Ma PS

In an attempt to make associations between the questionnaires

on adolescents' neighbourhood activities and the maps on adolescents'

neighbourhood perceptions, the two groups of results were examined in a

number of different ways. Behavioural scores representing the number of

different activities from the questinnaires were examined relative to

the style, detail and activity places drawn on the respondents'maps.

Contingency coefficíents indicate significant associations between

behavioural scores and map styles, cont. coeff. = .34, df = B, g < .05;

map detail cont. coeff. = .33, 9! = 4, p < .04. These results suggest

that the students who had obtained higher behavioural and p'lace scores

from the questionnaire responses were also the ones who generated more

developed, detailed maps. It wou'ld appear that an increase in use of

t,he neighbourhood outside of the home influences the perception of that

neighbourhood when measured by the level and complexity of cognitive rnap

drawn "

Additíonal Descriptive Results 0btained from the Q uesti onnai res

A number of the questions in the questionnaire were included to

give a broader background on the nature of Waverley Heights as a neigh-

bourhood and also fnformation about the respondents which could suggest

how they may use the community. These results were not analysed but

they were examined to provide a more compìete context in whfch to view

data that was ana'lysed.
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Neighbourhood Likes and Dislikes

Questions on the students' feelings toward their neighbourhood

are shown in Table 19. The four highest percentages of responses are

shown as the other responses were highly scattered.

TABLE 19

STUDENT RESPONSES ON NEIGHBOURHOOD
LIKES AND DISLIKES

Neighbourhood Likes and Dislikes o/
to

Positive attributes

Neighbourhood in general

A particular physical feature

Like nothing

A particul ar facil ity

Family or friends

P eopl e 'i n general

0ther

Negative attributes

A particular physical feature

P eop'l e wi th negati ve personal Í ti es

Nothing to do

The characteristic of the neighbourhood

Authority ffgures

Nothi ng

Facílities 'lacking

Everythi ng

0ther

2L.4

14.3

13.4

13.4

L2.5

8.0

17.0

12.0

10.2

9"3

9.3

8.3

6"5

6.5

5.6

32.3
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Questions were also asked if there were places students chose

not to go in generaì and during the day or night. Thirty-five percent

responded that they chose not to go to school , and 26.6% responded that

there were places they were afraid to go. During the day, alleys (6.3%\,

the field behind the school (6.3%) and the woods and bush (6.3%), !'rere

their answers. The students felt these p'laces were dangerous (33.37") or

were afraid of violence (33.37"). At night, alleys (22.9%\ and across

t,he railway tracks (14.3o/o\, were p'laces feared because the students were

afraid of violence (6I.3Ð or these places were viewed as dangerous

(t2"9"/").

The students were asked if there were places they were prohibited

from using; L9"4/" responded affirmatively. The places mentîoned were

Adam' s Variety Store (29 "4%), pubs and adul t pl aces (29.4/"), near the

lakes (11.87"), shopping centers (11"8%) and the school or gym after

hours (11.87")

A number of questions focused on the students aspirational

activities in-home and out-of-home, and the restrictions on these activi-

ties and places. In their own homes,24.5% of the students wanted to

have company and parties, and 16.07o wanted some form of indoor sport or

music. In 22.7"/" of the responses, parental di sapproval proved to be the

restriction and in 16.7"/" of the responses, absense of a particular

object (i.e. a pool table) was the restrîction.

Students were asked if t,here was anything missing in their

neighbourhood which they would like. Síxty-nine pereent of them repìied

affirmatively. The four highest percentages of responses were: a

recreational facility not available in the community ßl .6%) " a physica'l
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feature (i.e. more trees) n4.4%) , commercíal facil ities (\3.9%) and

entertainment pl aces ( 10.0%).

Transportation Mode

In an attempt to determine how the students moved around Ín

their neighbourhood and out of it,, responses regardÍng sports activities,
lessons, group clubs and out-of-community activities were crosstabulated

with various modes of travel. Due to the fact that a small percentage

of students engaged Ín any organized activities, the results were not

significant. In genera'|, the students walked, jogged or ran to places

in the community. Car and bus rides were mentioned for out-of-eommunity

activities sueh as organized hockey games" Travel by bicycìe was occasion-

alìy mentioned, however, as this study was carried out prior to the

spring season, the students' responses seemed to reflect winter travel

conditions.

Jobs and Allowance

A sectíon of the questionnaire was concerned with the student's

ability to obtain money for discretionary spending. The investigator

questioned if the number and kind of activities done and places used

would be influenced by monies available to t,his group of adolescents.

AccordÍng to the questionnaire, frequencies 70"5% of the students had a

job which included babysitting (63"02,) or del ivering papers (20.7"/"\. An

allowance was reeeÍved by 7L"L%; 37 "8'/" received $1.00 - $3"00 per week,

26.7"/" receÍved $3.50 - $5.00 per week, and 12 .2% reeeived as much as

they desired. For most students, monies were available to be spent on

discretionary activities or to use discretionary p'laces.
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Crosstabulations were carried out on the student questionnaires

between the positive and negative job responses and the number and k'inds

of discretionary activities and places mentioned. Similarly, the

availability and amount of allowance was calculated. The crosstabulations

did not produce sígnificant results at the p < .05 level.

Parental Superví sion

One of the other questÍons of concern to the investigator was,

"Did students who had a parent normally at home after school hours

differ in their number and kind of activities carried out and places

used?" Because school officials had forbidden questions on parenta'l

employment, one questfon was used to judge if a student generally had a

parent or adult at home after school. Unless the response to this

question gave a direct answer such as "my mother", it was difficult to

judge Íf a person named was an adult. As a result, further investigation

of this guestion cou'ld not be reliably carried out.

_S_r¡ry-mafy_

The results of the questíonnaíre, map data, and t,he associations

between the two provide information worth noting specificaìly.

The questionnaire data points out the importance of out-of-home

discretionary activities for the respondents. Although the students

generally carríed out a narrow range of dífferent aetivities, that range

ïtself dropped off sígnïficantly as the age and grade of students

increased. l.lith a drop ín out-of-home discretionary activíties, there

was an increase in in-home dÍscretíonary activities.

A parallel result oecured when out-of-home discretionary pìaces

were exami ned. The range of di fferent pì aces simi I arly dropped off as
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the students grew older. Home replaced community places for activities.

The responses for out-of-home discretionary activities mentioned

playing outdoor sports, and shopping or going to entertainment as the two

major groups of activities. The places most commonly ment,ioned were

downtown, movies and shopping centers, and the communíty club. While

the neighbourhood does provide the community club, the location of their

other discretionary activÍties, of necessity, takes part outside of

Waverley Heights. Even the community cìub would appear to cater to

those who take part in more organized sports activities as it was men-

tioned in 12,2"/" of the responses whiìe p'laying outdoor sports as a

general aetivity was mentioned in 35.4% of the responses.

It is interesting to note the responses when the students were

asked what features r.Jere missing in the neighbourhood. Their answers

pointed to recreational facilities, certain physica'l features, commercial

faci I i ties and entertai nment"

When asked what pìaces were prohibited from use and the reason

why, Adam's Variety Store (the only commercial facility in the neighbour-

hood) and local pubs were disapproved of by parents, and shopping centers

and the school after hours were restricted by authority figures.

One of the physical features of the community, "the ìake(s)", v,/as

mentioned as a prohibited place because it was perceived to be dangerous

eîther by parents and/or the students. It is impossibìe, however, to

move t,hrough any major area of the community without circumventing one

or more of these lakes"

The map data supported the results of the questionnaires in that

the younger students drew more developed maps generally, and gave a

larger amount of detail.
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The associations of the map and questionnaire data produced

significant results for those students who obtained higher behavioural

or activity scores. In other words, those students who participated in

more different activities produced more developed and detaiìed maps.
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IMPLICATTONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis origínally stated the objective of exptoring two

questions: (1) "How does the adolescent use this environment?" and

(2l "How does the adolescent of approximately 11 - 15 years of age

perceive his neighbourhood or community?" A review of literature and

previous research suggested that a combination of testing t,echnfques may

provide a model to more fully expìore these questions. In addition, ít
appeared necessary to develop a conceptual framework in which the

adolescent period could be examined from a developmental perspective.

The impìications to be drawn from this study fal'l into two major

areas: (1) social pychologica'l imp'lications related to the development

of the adolescent, in his socio-spatial environment, and (2) planning

ïmp'lications i"elated to the effects of the physical environment on the

adolescent and the demands made on that envÍronment by him"

Social Psycholoqical Impl i cati ons

In order to comment on the soeial pychological imp'lications of

this study, it ís necessary to recall that in an earlier chapter it was

stated that development or growth of a personality was dependent upon

(1) needs of an indÍvídual at a specific stage or time, and (2) the

environment's specÍfic ability to meet those needs. The individual

acquires over time a certain history which gives him unique characteris-

tics in addition to certain common qualities shared by others at the

108
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same deve'lopmental stage. As weì1, sítuatÍonal differences and social
conditions add to that indivíduar's capabír ities and persona.r ity.

The environment, on the other hand, contains certaÍn directive
conditions, but as was discussed in chapter. I, the physical environment
is a'lso a social environment. This study accepts the theory that the
two are inextricably bound"

The indÍvidual f nteracts with the envÍronment in carrying out
his daily actÍvities. Out of use of the environment, he develops a mental

construct which includes relatíng his concept of self to others and to t,he

envíronment. This contact with the environment leads to differing
ímages and perceptions of the world which varies at any tÍme with his
image of self. This mental construct includes the indivídual,s goals"

Despite individual differences, there are developmentally appro-
priate goals at any given stage, some of which are more dependent on the
physical envíronment than others. The goaìs of the adolescent period
were discussed in ehapter I.

Through experíence and aecumulatíon of knowledge comes ìearning
that in the creation and recognition of self-identity, an individual has

the ability to choose" This thesis has shown that the younger adolescents
engage in more varied aetívitíes and use a wider range of praces. The

older adolescents, on the other hand, appear to choose or select certain
activitÌes and places presumably based on the experiences of previous
years and the goals relevant to their age at the present time. This
recognïtion of choice is crftical to adolescent development. It affects
the individual's behaviours and infruences his expectancies -- the
symbolic elaborations and transformations of t,he world of neaìity.
Expectati ons al so i nfl uence the i ndi vi dual ' s feel i ngs of personaì and

envi ronmental competence.
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To illustrate this relationship between the individual and his

environment, Figure L2 was developed.

THE RTLATIONSHIP BITWEEN AN INDIVIDUAL AND HIS ENVIRONMENT

ENV I RONN1ENTAL COMP ETENCI ES

PERSONAL COIVP ETENCIES

E=environment l= individua'l F= f (I,t), I = f (B,E)

Fig.Lz

Specifically in this study, resuìts indicated that the younger

11 to l3-year-old adolescents carried on more varied discretionary activi-

ties and frequented different activity places. This would be consistent

with the socially-acceptable idea of "hanging around" for this age

group" This range of activities or behaviours are ones which allow the

adolescent to become soeially mature, establish heterosexual interests,

gain emancipation from home contro'|, experiment and test values, and

devel op self-identity"

As the adolescents íncreased in age, the number of different

actÍvities and places declined. One reason for this occurence would be

eons'istent wit,h resolving the goals of maturity by choice of fewer selec-

tive activities, more concentrated ínterests, and clearer self-identity.

A second explanation may have to do with the process of resolving these

goals. It is possible that as the adolescent ages, the demands to

mature cause him to withdraw for a time from the stimulation of the

physical environment. It Ís not that the adolescent is "doing nothing",
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it is more likely that the developmental tasks now being performed are

less observable and not as dependent on the physicaì community.

Refininq The Devel opmental Model

As the resuìts of this thesis became apparent, the investigator

returned to the developmental model presented earlier in the study to

seek possíble expìanations for the findings. The growth model using

developmental norms seemed to be useful in depicting the stage of adoles*

cence specifical'ly and the importance of the environment to "lvholesome"

growth and maturation. Throughout time, the model was refined.

The first stage of refinement was to look at growth of the adoles-

cent in tenns of normal or "wholesome" maturat,ional level. This measurement

combined the concept of Spivak's "whole actíon" from his critical confluence

theory and the goals of the adolescent perÍod by Cole and Hall.

The next step was to recognize the input of the environment, physi-

eal and sociaì, as being an input that could be real or perceived. It was

then necessary to introduce some way to identify how, and at what point, the

adoleseent makes a choice or exerts controì as to the amount and nature of

the environmental fnput" This point became a form of a feedback 1oop.

The feedback loop becomes the Ínterface between the adolescent

and his environment. At any given time, he controls this interface by

exhibiting a degree of "openness" or receptÍvity to environmental alter-

natives and opportunitíes" 0n the other hand,.he may consciously or

unconsciously close out certain environmental ínputs" This feedback

mechanïsm is a form of a monitoring system which allows each input to be

evaluated according to past experiences, real or pereeived. See Figures

13 and 14 which illustrate this ínterface.
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If the individual accepts the environmental input, it moves into

the realm of environmental cognitÍon goíng through the steps shown in

Figure 15 of (c) consciousness raising to tfre (d) recognition and sensÍ-

tivity toward t,he opportunities and alternatives engendered in the (e)

screening of the opportunities and a'lternatives, and weighing of the

"costs", onto (f), the point of aetual decision-making Ínvolving selec-

tíon of courses of action and appropriate behaviours. The effectance of

these behaviours (.g) adds to the growing experience and knowledge of the

i ndividual 
"

Figure 16 illustrates the point at which this experience Ís put

baek into the feedback or monitoring 1oop, whereby the individual evalu-

ates the effectiveness of hís choice while simultaneously producing a

behavioural response or demand output back into the environment. Some

behavioural responses are negatíve and, while not 1ost, do not contribute

to a "wholesome" experience. Other responses shown in Figure 17 add to

the. growíng Qody of positive experiences of the individual and contribute

to his sense of environmental competence and the next environmental

ínterchange. It is possible that at any given time, an individual,

especíally an adolescent, may select a course of action or behaviour

which is situationally inappropriate and because of his increasing

awareness of the context of hís aetions, may actually carry out a more

appropriate positive behaviour"

Plannìng Impì ications

One of the tasks of planners is to design environments whieh fit
the needs of future users. 0f necessity, the planner must make decisions

on the aggregate characteristics of those users and their needs. Waverley
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Heights is an example of a suburban community predomínant'ly designed for
fa¡nilies in the child-raising stage of the'life-cyc'le. Aìthough this
thesis studied the community when Ìt was reìatively immature, the physical

configuration of the subdivision plan, from the outset, suggested a

neighbourhood p'lanned for families with young children.

The fact that the perÍod of adolescence Ís the "ín-between"

stage of childhood and adulthood poses a dilemma for anyone designing a

community for families. The adolescent has specific needs which are

dÍfferent from those of a child and yet one could question whether the

designer/planner even sees the adolescent as a potential user of a

community. tssentially, there appears to be a lack of congruence between

the needs of this age group and the environment in which they exist.
The question whieh arises from this study with implications for

planners is "How does one design a community that is environrnentaìly

congruent for more than one developmenta'l stage?,, A second question

then occurs "If one actually provides the physical resources, will they

be' used? " .

The answer to the fírst question must lie in the ability of the

designer/planner (1) to recognize and identïfy the needs of users in
various stages of human development, and (2) to have the desire and

capability to provide an appropríately designed variety of spatiaì
envi ronments.

ThÍs study has shown that a partÌeular group of users -- early
adolescents, can make their needs known. When asked, this group responded

specificalìy as to what activities they did or did not carry out, what

they would like to do, what places they used, and what they feìt was
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missing from their community. By focussing on the activities or behaviours

of this age group and the locations mentioned for types of behaviours,

it is possible to determine the nature of the physical resources necessary

to meet these needs. It may also be possible to begin to understand the

quality and meaning given the physical environment in whích these activit,ies

are carried out.

Provision of appropriately designed varieties of spatia'l environ-

ments depends on understandi ng the demands pl aced on these envi ronments

by users and the resultant environmental responses given back to them.

A variety of spatial environments is important to individuals in order

to exercise choice and control critica'l to the adolescent stage of

devel opment.

Specific answers as to what should or could be designed to

provide a more congruent neighbourhood environment for this age group has

to do with the'location and placement of resources, how the resources

would be used, and the personnel support behind the resources.

Thfs study suggests that the most relevant observations for

planners lie in the out-of-home discretionary activities carried out by

the adolescents. Recreation, in the form of outdoor sports, and shopping,

movies, and entertainment are especially important to this gruop.

The school and the community club provide the only locations for

organized sports activity in the neighbourhood. While a smal'l number

of students did participate ín organized sports, many of the students

ptayed unsupervised, spontaneous sportsr presumably on the streets or in

open areas. Because surveillance is a maior concern of many adolescents

and given the fact that the community cìub is run by parent vo'lunteers,

and the school supervised by authority figures, this may contribute to lack
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of use of these community resources. Perhaps adolescents need a gathering

place with flexible space that could be operated according to their ov'rn

rules. Although the place should not be supervised by adults, older,

trained high school or universíty students could provide control and

allay parents' concern.

Unsupervised areas such as the tennis courts, open fields, and

the lakes were drawn on some of the students maps, but not, mentioned as

being used in the questionnaire. 0n the contrary, the fields and lakes,

when mentioned, þrere negatively cited as being dangerous. Clearìy, the

planners'víew of the lakes as a potential recreatïon resource and the

adolescents' perception of them are incongruent. It may be that some of

the open fields need only goal posts to encourage spontaneous group

sports. The largest lake, on the other hand, may need a warming shack

and a cleared area of ice during the winter. In the Summer, the same

building could house a Park and Recreat,ion.instructor for such activities

as canoeing. Water retention lakes such as the ones in Waverìey Heights

are used much more extensively in Saskatoon for example, where a portion

of the lakeshore is reserved for public recreation activíties at all

times .of the year.

Shopping, movfes, and entertainment as discretÍonary activities

for t,hese adolescents poses a similar dilemma with regard to location

and use. Convenience shopping Ís confined to Waverley Plaza and commer-

eial establíshments along Pembina Highway. Adam's Variety Store in

Waverley Plaza is prohibited for use of many of the students because of

parentaì disapproval, and stores along Pembina Highway discourage this

age group from "hanging around". Movíes and entertainment facilities

are not available within the community, therefore, the ability of

students to use these resources are dependent on money and accessibility"
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Movies and entertainment such as pinball games couìd go on in the

gathering place suggested earlier or in some a'lready existing faciìÍty.
While this may not be of t,he scale provided downtown, entertainment with

the community might be popular throughout the week.

Circu'lation within the community is cìearly reliant upon the

car, not unlike many suburban areas. Thís age group of approximately

11 - 15 years do not have access to car transportation without relyíng

on someone older. The feeder bus service is limited both in route and

service. Bicyc'|. ur. is confined to certain times of year. As a resu'lt,

wa'lking, running, and jogging are the most usual methods of mobility for

the students. One of the major obstacles using even this form of trans-

portation, is again the lakes" Because of their placement and the

configuratÍon of streets and cul-de-sacs surrounding t,hem, any attempt

to quíckly or directly get from one poínt in the community to the other

becomes difficult. This was very apparent in the map drawings. Students

could illustrate thefr street or cul-de-sac and specific locations such

as the school or community elub, but could not illustrate the routes or

linkages between. Without doing a transportatìon study, it Ís not known

if increased feeder bus service would assist in this regard" It is

c1ear, however, that the subdivision plan itself is compìicated and the

provision of more direct routes from certain areas to the major streets

should have be planned for inÍtially.
The second questíon of "If the resources are provided, wí11 they

actually be used?" is difficult to answer" This study suggests that

some adolescent,s will use community resources and facilities, organÍzed

or not, but that in general, use of out-of-home discretÍonary plaees

decl i ne as the student grows ol der. What appears to be the chal I enge to

planners is to provide a range of opportunities and resources available
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to the younger adolescent, 11 - 13 year o'lds ín order to provide exper-

ience, knowledge and choice. llhen and if t,he older adolescent tends to

cut down his interactÍon with the community for a time, he will have had

a well of experience to draw upon and a base of environmental knowledge

from which to choose.

Concl usi ons

This thesis has attempted to answer questions associated with

the perceptions and use of a suburban environment by early adolescents.

The results of t,his research is, in some cases, rudimentary and incon-

clusive. 0ther results are definitive and do provide conc'lusive answers"

The focus of this study relied on the creation of a model forming

two research techniques, a questionnaire and a cognitive map. The ques-

tionnaire did generate useful data and, with the exception of a few

questions, requires very little change. Content analysis of all the

questionnaires v',as time-consuming, but gave the range of responses such

that the "behavioural" and "place" scores could be calculated. The

decïsion to adminíster the question instrument after the Map #1 was

a good one"

The self-initiated mapping technique raises some concerns"

Because of the wide variety of maps produced in content, complexity, and

organization, the investigator now questions if instructions to place at

least a few reference points should have been given. If t,here were some

method of ensurÍng that Map #2 would be completed, perhaps details left

out of Map #1 would have occurred. Combining the mapping exercise with

the questionnaire was useful in eliciting more ínformatíon than could be

obtained by one method alone. An additional technique to be consÍdered
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might be a verbal interview asking the respondent to expìajn features

drawn in the map(s).

The creation of the developmental model to help exp'lain the

behaviours of the students in this study uras a personal intellectual

exercise. t,lhile the model undoubtabìy needs further thought and refÍne-

ment, it helped to províde a perspective from which to view the behaviours

and lack of apparent activities of some of the students.

It is apparent that this thesis has raised more questions than

the two originally put forth. Some of the areas for future research

a re:

1. The study should be replicated in a variety of neighbourhoods

of differing age and at different seasons of the year.

2. It should be replicated in different cities, especially ones

wíth differing weather conditions.

3. The study should be tested using not only young ado'lescents, but

teenagers and parents to see if activities and perceptions are

maitained or changed over deveìopmental time.

4. The study should be carried out in areas with strong racial and

cultural traditions to compare and contrast the results of neigh-

bourhood use and perception relative to inherited background

characteri sti cs "

In summary, we need to know more ínformation about the way people

in general, but adolescents Ín particular, pereeive, represent, and learn to

know about their neighbourhood environment. The process and the product

of "envfronmental knowing" shouìd be a major area of study for planners

of our future environments.
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204 474.9286

Thank you for taklng part in this proJect.
The answers and drawings you proviàe v¡ilt
allow me to descrlbe how students in this
area use their community and will give you
a chance to suggest how the area night be
Ímproved"

The informatlon which you supp
fidential and you will never b
in any way. Tour name will no
the questlonal-re or recorded a

Iy is con-
e ldentified
t be used on
nyrrhere.

Thank you



0n the blank sheet of paper provided, draw me
a map of the area that you thlnk of as your
netghbourhood or conmunlty, Just as you would
to describe 1ù to a new frl"end moving into the
area o.... places you go, your school, your
home etc"
Donrt worry about your drawfng skllls. It
doesnrt matter how well you draw.

Tou have about 10 I{INUTES.

RAïSE T0UR HAND when flnished and the asslstant
w1ll collect your map"



Now will you please complete this questionaLre.

Tou wtll have 20 MINUTES.

Any and all answers w111 be he1pful.

e{IgE-XAqE-ËAJg when you have f tnlshed the
@d the ässistant will collect
lt.
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THE THINTiS THAT TOU D0

r. l¡tlhat is the ONE thing you llke doing rnost at home?

2"

3

How often do you do thisf (Put an X üo
describes how often you do lt, or ff you
somewhere in between, put an i where you

aaa
a.

either end which
think lt belcngs
think 1t belongs )

:_:
Once every two
weeks or less

More than
once a day

Every
day

T\^rice
a week

Once
a week

a Of thfngs_thet could be posslble for you to dois the ONE thlng you canrt do thaü yoirtd like t
at
o?

home, what
llhy?

h" l¡Ihere 1s the ONE place you I1ke to go to most in the community?
llJhv?

5 About how often do you go there? (Put an x where you thlnkfr belongs )

øõae
oo

6. About how often do you and your fríends sp
AT YOUR HOME? (Put" an X whäre you rhink I

ZZ:

More than
onee a day

More than
once e day

Every
day

Every
day

ftyie e
a week

1\¡¡1ce
a week

Once
a week

Once
a week

Once every two
weeks or less

end tlme together
t betongs)

Once everv two
weeks or less



7o

g.

o

About how often do you and your frfends spend time togetherAT YOUR FRIENDS I hoñres?

More than
once a day

Every
day

-2-

ï\vice
a week

Once
a week

Once every two
weeks or less

Outside of qeggla! se,hool hours, where do you spen,c most ofyour tlme? ' Wnyf

After school is over, where do you USUALLT go?
go with? 'v{ho do you

Vthat do you do there?

10" rs there anyone at your home rlght after school?

Always_ Sometimes Never

ÏF THERE TS:

Who Ís there with you?



3

II Where do you usually hang around with frlends?

0f these places which ONE plaee do you hang around the most?

12. ,{bout how often do you do this?

a

More than
once a day

Actlvl-tv?

Every
day

fr¡¡ice
a week

Once
a week

Once every two
weeks or less

13" Not countlng lessons, do you take part in any sports act-
lvfttes OUTSïDE of regular physical education classes?

Regularly_ Sometimes_ Never

ïF S0: f111 fn below

ïlhere?
How do you
get there?

About
how often?

1¿+. OUTSIDE of regular school hours, do you take any lessons? (for
example, skating, ptano, swtmmÍng lessons)

ïes No

ïF YES: ftll in below

Activttv?
How do you
get there?Where?

About
how often?



15. Do.you go to,q club, recreation program, youth group ect-ivity etcn (For exámple, Scouts'or-Guiá"å, 
" T"p;;ãr;i

Regularly_ gometimes_ Never

ïF S0: f i"11 in below

-l+-

About

16" Are there-any other things that you do regutarly i.n your
community?

ïes_ No

ïF SO: fill ln below

How do you

you
2

do
rh

O1ÂIH
1ÁIt oft 2

AboutActiv tv? TÍhere? there? hov¡ o ften?

L7" Do you go out of
entertalnment? ,your commgnlty_for speclal shopping and(For example, clothes- shoppingr räovles )

Regularly_
ïF S0: fill fn below

Never

How do you

Sometlmes

AboutActlvl tv? Itlhere? eet the 2 how often?



lB.

E

Dg.vou have hobbies such as_crqfts, collecting or makingthings etcn that you SPEND TIt,tE AT:

Regularly_ Sometimes_ Never

IF SO: how often do you do them?

More'than
onee a day

Every
day

ffiõã
a week

T\vfce,
a week

õñõ-
a week

Oncñlilery
weeks or ]e

two
Q<3

19" Do you wateh televislon?
Regularly_ Sometimes

ïF S0: how often do you watch TV?

Never'

Onee
a week

Once eve
weeks or

More than Everry
once a day day

ry
I

fwo
ess

Who usually watches TV wtth Tou?

PERS NAL BACKGROUND

20" How old are. you? _years

2.L, Sex : l¡fale Female

22'" ïIhat grade are you in at school? Grade

23. Where were you born? Name of ett
Name of eount



-6-

YOUR H AND NE IGHBOURHOOD

2l+. ltrhat kind of home do you live in now?

25. Does your family or'rn a car?

ïes- No_-

ïF YES: how many cars does your famlly own?

: how many drlvers are there ln your famity?

26.

27.

()() () ()

Descrlbe the OI,IE thing you LÏKE be.st about your nelghbour-
hood or community,

Deserlbe the ONE t,hing you DTSTIKE most about your neigh-
bourhood or cCInmunlty.



-7-

28' Do you feel there is anything missing in your neighbourhooci?

ïes No

IF YES: descrlbe what yourd like to see added.

29. 1"" there praces in your neíghbourhood. where you choose NOTto go?

ïes No

ïF TES: where?

: why do you not go there?

30' Are there" places 1n your nelghbourhood where voufre AFRAIDto go either during i;he day õr "t- "ight?"'-- 
" r "

' r€s_ No_
ïF rES: where are you afrafd to go durlng the DAy?

: why are you afrald to go there during the DAy?

: where are you afrald to go at NIGHT?

n why åre you afraid to go there at NIffiT?



-8-

31. Are there places you are NOT allowe
your friends 1n the neighbourhood o

ïes

dr
rc

o use or be at with
ommunity?

No

IF IES: what places are you not allowed to use or be at?

: why are you not allowed there?

32"

YOU AND YOUR FAMÏIT

Do you have a Job AltlAï from home for whfch you earn money?
(For example, babysltting, paper route, worklng in a
restaurant )

Tes No

ïF TES: what Jobs do you do to earn money?

: how often d.o you do these Jobs fn the week?

33" Do you get spending money or an allovranee from ånyone 1n
your famfly?

ïes No

IF YES: how much do you receÍve a week?



-9-

34. ',ühat language do you speak most often at home with your familr¡?

35. Ot'her than yoür how many people live in the same house wlth
you?

36. How many younger brothers do you have?_
How many olcer brothers do you have?_
How many younger sisrers do you have?_
How many older slsters do you have?

37" How long have you llved at the såme address?

38" How long have you llved in this nelghbourhood?

39" Tühere dfd you llve before movíng ínto this neighbourhood?

109I65l+32I
((( (() ))

7
()

Now that you have eompleted this questlonaíre,
and the assistant w111 colleet 1t.

PUT UP UR HAND



Nov¡ that you have had time to think about
rvhat you do, plae es you go and dontt gor
draw me another map of your neíghbourhood
or communfty.

Tou have about 10 MINUTES.

RAïSE YOUR HAND when
the asslstant wi11 co

you have finishecl and
lleet your map.



Thank
study.
collec

you for helplng us wlth our research" P1ease mafre sure the asslstant has
ted ALL TOUR }{AIEBIAI. Tou are wel-

Gome to keep -the pencil.
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THE TH]NùS THAT OU DO

l. What is the ONE thlng you llke doing most at home?

/,'

2.

3

How often do you do t'hls? (Put an x to either end which
deseribes how often you do lt, or lf you thlnk lt belcngs
somewhere in be$eenr put'an X where you t,hink tt belongs)

:^:---:-:--
More than
once a day

nnp-a-.\ 0 ^

Every
day

ï\uice
a week

Once
a week

Once every two
weeks or less

o 0f thtngs that eo
1s the O$lE ühlng

uld be posstble for you to do at
you eantt do that youtd llke to?

home, what
Irthy?

-ft*

I tl.

bn l¡lher
VIhy?

e ls the Ol{E prace you llke to go to most 1n the cornmunlty?

7

5. About how often do you go there?
lt belongs)

(Put an X where you think

Ma

More than
onee a day

More than
once a day

Every
day

Every
day

Trviee
a week

Twice
a week

Once
a week

Once
a week

Onee everv two
weeks or less

nd time together
belongs )

6 About how often do you and -r¡our frfends spe
AT TOUR HOME? (put"an X whäre vou rhink it:-ràL:

3

Once everv two
weeks or less



7" About how often do vou
AT YOUR FRIENDSf hoñres?

-2-

and your friends spend time together

)C
More than
once a day

Every
day

ftvice
a week

Once
a week

Once everry two
weeks or Ìess

I € Outslde of regular se:hoo1 hours, where do you 'spenrC most of
your ü1me? ïihy?

fü nfi\L\ Stc!* , .,.' )+e¡ ,ñr¡ \ / * tL. n r- tu, ;', -";fþ^-4!o-.(J-. \J.v,"f¿.

9. After school is over, where do you USUALLT go?
go with?

'v{ho do you
t)t
y'-,

r,

âç
I

V{hat do you do there?
:t /ç J*Uryr lNn^e^ o\"- i$q, JL,u F:en(,

v -l f --\r---" -r-

10 Ïs there anyone at your home right after school?

Always-rY Sometlmes Never

IF ÎHERE TS;

ïJho ls there with you?



11.

-3-

0f these places which ONE place do you hang around the most?

12" About how often do you do -K
>-t More than

onc'e a day
Every

day
T.vrice
a week

Once
a week

Once every tvro
weeks or less

About
how often?

2

13. Not countlng lessons, do you take part 1n any sports aet-
lvtties OUTSIDE of regular physlcal education classes?

Regularly- Sometlmes- Never 2(
TF S0: fill ln below

How do you
cet there?Activltv? Itlhere?

14" OUTSIDE of regular school hours, do you take any lessons? (for
example, skating, pfano, swlmming lessons)

':. Yes- run-)l-
¡\J

IF YES: f111 1n below

Activltv? ïtrhere?
How d
eet t

u
?

yo
re

o
he

About
how often?



-l+-

l-5. Do.you go to.3 clubr recreation program, youth group act-ivity etc. (For exámple, scouts o""cui,i"å, a y"prðãra*)

Regularly_ Sometimes Never XTïF S0: fill in below

How o you Aboutd
ttAIA 2

l.'

t

:.
I

I

.¡

16. Are bhere
eommunlty?

Yes-
IF SO: f ill l"n below

any other things that you do regularly in your

No
at

owH u
?

yo
re

do
rh

AboutActi ltv? l¡Jhe I set e hov¡ o en?

L7 " Do you go out of
entertalnment? (

your communft,y_f or speclal shopping andFor example, clothes- shopping, ^ rirovfes )

I

l

Regularfv_-\1
ïF S0: fill fn below

Sometlmes Never

How
t

o youd
t

AboutI 2te-1.1J

t' n'-"",[)^..

+
ìi

;?
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18. Do you have hobbies such as craft,s, corlecting or makingthings etc. that you SPEND TIt,lE AT:

/ negularlyx- Sometimes-- Never-
IF S0: how oft you do them?

-

More'than
once a day

eç do

X/
Every
day

Once
a week

Oneñ6ry
weeks or I

/
ffi
a week

Sometimes

you watch TV?

ftYlce'
a week

Once every two
weeks or less

two
ess

19. Do you watch televislon?

Regularf V' /-

tr SO: how often d

Neveri'

More than Everry
onee a day day

V{ho usually watches TV wtth you?

Onee
a week

-L¡

PÊRSONAL BACKGROT'ND

20" How old are'you?

2L, Sex: Male

ñn" års

Female

-l22'" ïthat grade are you in at school? Grade
lt

23. where were you born? Name of city -jLu..c-Á/>
Name of Count L\_¡



-6-

YOUR H AND NEI URHOOD

2h. Vlhat kind of home do you live in now?

7z,l

() t25. Does your family own a car?

ïes

() ()

¿''l */

No

IF YES: how many cars does your family own?

: how many drlvers are there 1n your famity?

26 Descrlbe Èhe ONE thlng you I.ÏKE best about your neighbour-
hood or communlty.

a

*l Q-.rt ' -l} ej.t-^^

,

4,.

ïr

n n

It T'l

T1 rï n

27 " Descrlbe
bourhood

the ONE thtng you DISLIKE most about your nelgh-
communlty.

\

I



28.

-7-

Do you feel there is anything missing in yo
\./ïes_ No X

IF TES: descrlbe what yourd like to see added.

ur neighbourhooci?

29" 1"" there places Ín your neighbourhood. where you chooseto go? NOT

ïes
I + NOX

IF YES: where?

: why do you not go there?

30. l"u there" places. in your neighbourhood where yourre AFRATDto go elther during the day õr at nigntf
YES

ïF TES: where are you afrald üo go during the DAy?

: why are you afrald to go there during the DAy?

No
7

: where are you afraid üo go at NIGHT?

; why are you afrald to go there at NIGffiT?



l.L.

-8-

Are there places you are NOT allowed to use or be at with
your friends 1n the neighbourhood or community?

Tes No Y

IF TES: what pJ.aces are you not allowed to use or be at?

: why are you not allowed there?

YOU AND YOUR FAMÏIT

32. Do you have
(For example
restaurant )

a Job AllIAY from home for whlch
, babysttting, pePer router wor

you earn money?
klng in a

,"rS No-

IF TES: what Jobs do you do to earn money? À-l^. ,-l-o-
tr

)

I

: how often do you do these Jobs in the week? L+

.)-
À rn r- -r ^ (t:- ùb{ 0h-

33" Do you get spending money or an allowance fpom anyone {n
your famlly?

ïes No

IF YES; how mueh do you recetve a week? o



-9-

34" iv'hat language do you speak most often at home with your familv?

35. Other than your how many people live in the same house with
you?

l-
109

()
I

(
765

(
l+

v
3

()
2I

() )

i ¡--Û*-t'A¡tÅ- -

)

36. How many younger brothers do you have?

How many oloer broühers do you have?

How many younger sisuers do you ha
\

I

ve? ..h

How many older sisters do you have?

37. How long have you llved at bhe same address?

38. How long have you llved ln this nelghbourhood? c-

39" Inlhere did you Ilve before moving into this neighbourhood?

c'k 9,./\\

N
a

ow
nd

that you have com
the assistant wil collect 1t"

\ CJ

leted this questionaire, PUT UP YOUR HANDp
1
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CODING FROM CONTENT ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRES

I. Codin for closed-ended uestions other
ans ra nume ca res onses

A'lways/
Sometimes/Never

o answen
ì ways
ometimes
ever

Regu'l arly /
Sometimes/Neve r
0 No answer
1 Regul ar'ly
2 Sometimes
3 Never

Yes/No

Used"tolnot anymore

Sex

O anS!'ref
ale
emal e

s
No
ye
No

ON
1A
2S
3N

ON
1M
?F

0
1

2
3

rswean

Frequency: How often?
0 No answer
l" More than once a day
2 Everyday
3 Twice a vreek
4 Once a week
5 Once every two weeks or less
6 0nce a month
7 0nce every one to three months
I Seasonal ly
9 Sometimes (occasionally, unspecified)

House Type

0 No answer
1 Single fami'ly detached
2 Dupl ex
3 Multi-family attached

( Row House)
4 Apartment

II Codíng for open-ended questions:
The things that you dolactivities

A. Activïty: Do what?

00 No answer
01 l^latch T.V"
02 Sl eep
03 Eat
04 Listen to radio, stereo
05 Refl ect, thi nk , rel ax



A. Activities - Continued

06 Play indoor sports, music, hobbies, art
07 Do indoor chores, cooking, cleaning
08 Interact with famÍly
09 Indoor skill development, reading, drawing, practising
10 Do homework
11 Socialize, have company, party, dance/drink, fool around
L2 Courting, sexual actÍvities
13 Play outdoor sports

Play with pet(s)
Go to lessons, school
Go to work, work
Shop, go to movies, entertaínment
Pìay
Unspeci fied actívi ty

20 0ther
21 Combination of discretionary activíties
22 Unclear or irrelevant activities

B" Location/Pl ace: l^lhere?

00 No answer
01 Home
02 Outside of home Íncludíng yard and street
03 Friend's' home(s)
04 Girlfriend's, boyfriend's home
05 RelatÍve's house
06 School, including yard and gym
07 Community Club
08 Adam's Variety Store
09 Roller rink (Saints)
1.0 Stores, shopping center, plaza, inside community
1"1" Downtown, movies, shopping centers outside community
12 Work
13 Nowhere in particular
14 Facilities outside the community (pan Am poo], sargent park)
15 Teacher's house
16 Music school or studio (Yamaha)
17 0rganization places outside community (Y.M.C.A./H.A., HMS

Ch i ppewa
18 Church

C. Reason for doing activity or for going to location/place: whv?

L4
15
16
L7
1B

19

00N
01 T
02f
037
047
057
067
077
087
097
107

O ans!'Jef
o be alone, by myself, reflect, relax
o be with famiìy
o be w'íth frÍends, socialize
o engage ín courting, sexual activities
o watch T.V", sleep, eat, listen to stereo/radis
o play indoor sports, music, hobbies, arts
o do chores or babysit,ting
o do fndoor skill development, reading, drawing, practising
o do homework
o pì ay wi th pet



C. Reason for doing activity or for qoinq to location /pl ace - Conti nued

To hack around
To use facility or equipment
To be entertained
To do a specific outdoor sport
Enjoys activity or place generally (like it)
To work
Have to
To have something to do

D. Level of interaction: Who with?
0 No answer
1 Alone, by myseìf, nobody
2 Anyone, no one in particular
3 Friends
4 Girlfriend, boyfriend
5 Family, all or part of but including an adult
6 Parent,(s)
7 Siblings
8 Extended famfly
9 Pets

E" Desired activity: Like to do what?

00 No answer
01 Watch T"V.
02 S1 eep, more, aì 1 day , undi st,urbed
03 Eat, as much as desi red
04 Listen to radio or stereo loudìy
05 Reflect, think, relax undisturbed
06 Play indoor sports, music, hobbies/arts
07 Do indoor chores, cooking, c'leaning, or responsíbilities
08 Interact with family
09 Do indoor skill development, read, draw practíse
10 Homework
1"1 Have company, party, dance/drink, fool around
12 Engage in sexual activities, have opposite sex in house
13 Play outdoor sports
1"4 Have pets or more pets
15 Skip school
16 Work, have a job
17 Shop, go to movies, entertainments, pubs, (more)
18 Unspecified activitÍes (don't know)
19 eombination of in-home discretionary activities
20 Unclear or irrelevant activities
21 Smoke

11
L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
1B



F. Restrictions on activities: tr.lhy can't you do it?
0 No answer
1 Parents do not approve or permit it
2 Authorities (school) do not approve or permit it
3 Society, mores, convention (under age) do not permit it
4 Self-chosen restriction, doesn't choose to
5 Physicaì features of the house do not allow it
6 Fixtures or objects in the house are unavailab'le (no pool)
7 Physical features of the community do not allow ít
I Facil ities unavail able in the community
9 Unclear or irre'levant answer

G. Sport Activi tÍes
0 No answer
1 Running, iogging outdoors, biking
2 Hockey, skating generally
3 0rganized hockey, ringette
4 Organized team sports indoor, basketball, volleyba'l'l ,

fl oor hockey
5 0rganized team sports outdoors, soccer, footbaì1, baseball
6 Individual indoor sports, swimming, skateboarding, weight

liftíng
7 Individual outdoor sports, horseback riding, golfing
8 Home games/sports, pool, table tennis
9 Roller skating

H. Lessons

0 No answer
1 Music'lessons, drums, piano, guitar
2 Sport lessons, swimming, skating, ríding
3 Fine art lessons
4 Dance lessons
5 Other

I Clubs, recreatíon, youth group activities
0 No answer
1 Community Club activit,ies
2 Church group (Teens)
3 YMCA/YWCA
4 Sea Cadets
5 Scouts/Guîdes
6 Other (eanadian Youth Association)

J. Additional activitíes
0 No answer
1 Church acti vi tÍ e.s

2 Sports activities
3 Individual activities (dringing)
4 Group activities (getting together)



L. Transportation mode: How do you get there?

0 answer
alk, jog, run
ar (ride)
us

I I I Codi ng for open-ended questions: Your home and nei

K . Out-of -commun i ty acti vi t,i es and entert,ai nment

0 No answer
1 Ro'l 'ler skati ng
2 Clothes shopping
3 Unspecified shopping
4 Movi es
4 Courting, sexual activities (picking up boys)
6 Individual sports entertainment (horseback ridíng)
7 Group sports entertainment (Jets)
B Unclear or irrelevant answer

ghbourhood

ike

ON
1I^l
2C
3B
4B

A 1 hbourhood I ikes
00 No answer
0L Nothing, not too much I ìike
02 FamÍly/friends
03 People (nice, no mean peapìe hardìy, everyone gets along)
04 l-ocation (near roler rink, shops, schools)
05 Neighbourhood characteristics (quiet,clean, not a lot of traffic)
06 Facil ities (club, rink)
07 Physical features (l ake, pl aces to bike, p'lay footbal I )
08 Han around places (Rdam's Variety Store, commerciaì places)
09 Other (it's away from the Maples)
10 Unclear or irrelevant answer

B. Neighbourhood di sl ikes
00 No ans!úer
01 Nothing
02 Fami lylfriends
03 Dislike people (hate) in general
04 Everything
05 Authority figures and rules (prfncipa'|, teachers, janitor)
06 People wíth negative persona'lity characteristics (smoke, brag,

are dumb)
07 Physical features lacking (no trees)
08 Negatíve physical features (mud, garbage, weeds, sme1l, dirty

unpaved streets)
09 Facilíties lacking (recreation center, skate board track)
1.0 Home conditions unsatísfactory (apartment noisy, houses close

together)
11 Dogs and/or owners
12 Nothing to do
13 No friends nearby or no friends
14 Neighbourhood characteristics (it's too big)
15 Answer based on personal bias (racial bias)
16 Unclear or irrelevant answer

Ne



C. What you would like to see added

00 No answer
01 Nothi ng
02 Friends, more kids my age, old friends (cute girls/guys)
03 Physica'l features in the community (trees, parks, grass)
04 Recreation facilities in community (swimming pool, skateboard/

basketbal I court)
05 Commercial facilities (stores, shopping centers, mall)
06 Hang around places (some p'laces for kids, pinball palces)
07 Entertainment places (movie theatre, arcades)
0B Change in present emphasis of recreat,ion (more sports for

girls in Community C'lub, less hockêy, less ringette)
09 Senior High Schoo'l
10 Unclear or irrelevant ansu,er
11 Everything
13 Other

D. Places you choose not t,o go:
Pìaces Afraid to go during day /night
00 No answer
01 Home
02 School
03 Si de streets
04 Al'leys
05 Major roads
06 Field behind school
07 Woods or bush
08 In less developed areas
09 Across the railway tracks
10 By the townhouses/apartme.nts
11. Near new construction sites
1"2 Near the I akes
13 Adam's Variety Store
14 Roller rink
15 Unclear or irrelevant ansv'Jer
16 0ther
17 Nowhere

E" Why do you choose not, to go there?

0 No answer
1 Di sl ike parent( s)
2 Parents do not approve or permit it
3 Hates school
4 Hates authority figures (principal, teachers, janitor)
5 Hates people or kids
6 Dangerous (lakes)
7 Afraid of violent people (might get raped or mugged)
8 Unclear or irrelevant answer
9 Other



F. Places not allowed to use or be with friends
o answer
ome
chool or gym after hours
onstruction site or newìy-developed areas
hopping centers
ubs, adult places
akes
dam's Variety Store

IV Coding for open-ended questions: You and Your Family

A. Jobs to earn rnoney

0 No answer
1 Babysitting
2 Paper route
3 Work in commercial places (restaurant)
4 Work outdoors (cut grass, shovel snow)
5 Unspecified chores
6 0ccasional jobs (col'lectÍng bottl es)

B A1 I owance

ON
1H
2S
3C
4S
5P
6L
7A

0 No answer
1 As much as I want or need
2 $1.00 - $3.00 per week
3 $3.50 - $5.00 per week
4 $5.50 - $9.00 per week
5 Approximat,ely $10.00 per week
6 Approximately $15.00 per week
7 ApproxÍmately $20"00 per week
B Unclear or irrelevant ansr'rer (none of your business)

C" Birth place - city of birth
o answer
i ni npeg
i ty of Mani toba ( Brandon, Churchi I I )

own or rural area in Manitoba
ity, town or rural area in Canada
ity, town, or rural area in U.S.A.
íty, town or rural area outside of Canada or the U.S.A.
ersonal or crossed out

D" Birth pìace - country of birth
0 No answer
l" Canada
2 U.S"A.
3 Carribean (Jamaica, St. Kttts)
4 Phillipines
5 Great Britain (England, Scotland)
6 Western turope (Poland)
7 Other (Malaysia, Africa)

ON
1l^l
2C
3T
4C
5C
6C
7P



E. Languaqe spoken at home

0 No answer
1 Eng'l i sh
2 French
3 German, Dutch, Polish, Ukranian, Italian
4 Iloxana, Phiì'lipine language

F. Lived at the same address (

ve ore mov ng
resent) , Lived in the nei hbourhood,

ne g 0 o0ru

0 No answer
1 Less than 6 months
2

3
4
5

6

6 months
months to 1 year approximateìy
to 2 years
to 4 years approximately
to 6 years approximately

7

1

2
5



APPETDIX C



CODING FROM CONTENT ANALYSIS OF MAP #L

I Map Characteristics Usin g Appleyard's Typology

A Type

0 Not abl e t,o di sti ngu i sh
1 Sequentiaì
2 Spati al

ltyl q

0 Not able to dístinguish
L Fragmented
2 Chain
3 Braneh and toop
4 Netted
5 Scattered
6 Mosaic
7 Li nked
B Patterned

I I Locational Information

A. Area

0 Not able to distinguish
I Quandrant #1
2 Quandran1" #2
3 Quandrant #3
4 Quandrant #4

B. Distance in number of blocks

Not abìe to distinguish
Actua
Ae tua
Actua
Aetua
Actua
Actua
Large jumps between blocks
Infinite scale

B

0
2
3
4
5
6
7

I
9

I number of blocks
I number of blocks
I number of blocks

I number of blocks
I number of blocks

I number of blocks



C. Orientation of map drawn

0 Not able to distinguísh
1 P redomi nantly North
2 P redomi nantly South
3 P redomi nant,ly East
4 P redomí nant'ly !'lest

II Attributive Information Using Ladd's Typoloqy

A. Neutral descriptive comments

0No
1 Yes

B. Evaluative comments

0No
I Yes

C. Drawi ngs

0No
1 Peopl e
2 An imal s
3 Abstract symbol s
4 Landscape drawi ngs

I i I Vehicul arlPedestrian Networks

A" Maín arteries
0-3 Drawn and named
0-3 Drawn, not named
0-1 Waverley
0-1 Bi son
0-1 Pembina
0-1 Relative position correct,

B " Col I ector streets
0-2 Drawn and named
0-2 Drawn, not named
0-1 Chancellor
0-1 Markham
0-1 Relative position correct

C. Secondary streets
0-3 Drawn and named
0-3 Drawn, not named
0-1 Chancellor S-1
0-1 Chancellor S-2
0-1 Chancel I or S-3
0-1 Relative position correct



D. Tertiary street
Drawn and named
Drawn, not named
Relative position correct

E. Other routes

0-22
0-22
0-1

0-9
0-9
0-9
0-9
0-4

Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of

pedest,rian corridors drawn
"pl aees" drawn and named
"places" drawn, not named
al l eys drawn
exit/entrance nodes drawn

IV Location of Houses, Apartments, Townhouses , Dup'lexes

A. Houses

0-1 "Houses" del i niated
0-2 Lot line or yard symbol drawn
0-1 Own house identified
0-1 Location of own house on a street

B. Apartments

0-1 "Apartments" del iniated
0-2 Drawi ng or symbol of aparünent
0-1 Relative position correct

C. Townhouses

0-1 "Townhouses" deliniated
0-2 Drawing or symbo'l of townhouse
0-1 Relative position correct

D" Dupl exes

"Duplexes" deliniated
Drawing or symbol of duplexes
Relative position correct

V Schooì s

0-1
0-2
0-1

0-3
0-3
0-1

I'lumber of school s drawn
Number of schools described or named
Rel ative position correct

VI Communi Cl ub and Rì nk

Community Club drawn
Communfty described or named
Relative position correct
Skating rink drawn
Skating described or named
Relative position correct

0-1
0-3
0-1
0-1
0-3
0-1



VI I CommercÍal establ i shments

0-1 l,laverley P'laza drawn or narned
0-4 Steci fi o Store del i neated
0-1 Montcalm Hotel dawn or named
0-1 "Pubs" outside community drawn or named
0-3 Number of banks drawn or na¡ned
0-1 Liquor commissÍon delineated
0-1 "7-Eleven) store drawn or named
0-1 "Canadian Tire" drawn or named
0-1 "Consumers" drawn or named
0-4 Number of fast-food outl ets drawn or named
0-4 Number of shopping centers drawn or named
0-4 Number of businesses outside community drawn or named

VIII Churches or Reìigious Places

0-4 Number of churches or religious places drawn or named

IX Recreation Places

0-1 Tenni s courts drawn or named
0-1 Roller rÍnk (Saints) drawn or named
0-4 0ther recreational pìaces drawn or named

X Major Landmarks

0-1 Victoria Hospital drawn or named
0-1 Hydro station drawn or named
0-1 Doug pound drawn or named
0-1 University of Manitoba drawn or named
0-1 City of Winnipeg Works & Operat'ions drawn or named
0-1 Gash Auto Sal vage drawn or named
0-1 Sugar Beet factory drawn or named
0-1 0ther 'landmarks drawn or named

XI Boundaries 0ther Than Roads

0-1 Railway tracks drawn or named
0-1 Manitoba Power Corrídor
0-l Fíel d Boundaries

XII Hard Landscape Elements

SidewaTks drawn or named
Mailboxes drawn or named
Bridge drawn or named
Driveways drawn or named
Tunnel drawn or named
Power Service Boxes drawn or named
Hydrants drawn or named
Bus stops drawn or named
Rai lway signa'ls drawn or named
0ther drawn or named

0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1



XIII Soft Landscape Elements

Number of lakes drawn or described "lakes"
Number of I akes named
Number of lakes in relative correct position
One-half landscaped area east of President's Lake delineated
Tot I ot de'l i neated
One-half landscaped area west of A. A. Leach Schoo'l de'lineated
Number of non-lanscaped areas de'lineated
Number of vacant I ands del i neated
Private lawns/grass del ineated
"Bush" or "forest" delineated

XIV Symbol s

0-3 Additional symbols used

0-4
0-4
0-4
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-6
0-4
0-1
0-1
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